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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 97 No. 291 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky., Wednesday Aftervon December 8, 1976
EARN EAGLE AWARDS—The Eagle Scout award, the highest rank in Boy Scouting, was presented to Alan Warner
and Claude Johnson at a city-wide court of honor held here last night. The "Eagle Charge" was delivered to the
Scouts by Murray State llpiversity president Dr. Constantine Curris, while their parents looked on. Left to right are
Delores Warner, Eagle Scout Alan Warner, Dr. Curris, Mrs. Perry Johnson, Eagle Scout Claude Johnson, and Perry




The 1977 budget for the City of
Murray will be the major item
.discussed at the regular meeting of the
Murray Common Council at 7:30 p. m.
Thursday, Dec. 9, at City Hall.
Other items scheduled on the agenda
include opening bids receiVed on the
sale of excess water and sewer system
equipment and committee ap-
pointments to a committee in con-
junction with central billing.
Dr. Melvin Henley, chairman of the,
council's budget and finance com-
mittee, will present the tentative 1977




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Senate gets its first op-
portunity today to act on a piece of
legislatidn tied in with implementation
of the Judicial Article.
The bill defines circuit court as a
court of general jurisdiction; divides
, the state into 56 judicial circuits; and
requires sheriffs to provide deputies,
equipment and other services
necessary.
"We expect no problems in running
this through the upper chamber," said
the Democratic sponsors, Sens.
William Sullivan of Henderson. and
John Berry Jr., of New Castle.
They said the measure has been
"examined thoroughly in committee
meetings and no dissent arose. As you
know, the courts must be reshaped
under a mandate from the voters in
November 19Th."
Sullivan was among those involved in
a floor fight Tuesday before the Senate
passed a bill defining certain sales and
use tax exemptions already authorized
by the state Revenue Department.
The bill allows sales tax exemptions
for new and expanded industries which
purchase new equipment for the
processing of raw materials, the
processing of dairy and farm products
for sale, or new equipment used in the
extraction of minerals.
Sullivan, in recommending passage,
pointed out the exemptions have been in
force since 1960. "A vote against this
bill will not produce additional
revenue," he declared.
Others saw it differently.
Sen. Gene Stuart, R-Prospect,
charged that the Senate was passing up
an opportunity to pick up $15 million in
additional revenue. "This is money that
could be used to help pay for the new
court system," he told his colleagues.
Stuart said the coal industry, for
example, would be in for a $5 million
.windfall since it buys an estimated $100
million in new equipment each year.
Cloudy and Cold
A few snow flurries but generally
cloudy with temperatures in the 20s
today. Becoming partly cloudy and
very cdld tonight with lows 5 to 10.
Sunny and not so cold Thursday, high in
-the 40s, Friday cloudy and much
warmer with a chance of rain.
Eagle Award Earned
By Two Local Boy Scouts
Scouts Alan Warner and Claude
Johnson were awarded the coveted.
Eagle Badge, highest rank in Boy'
Scouting, at a city-wide Court of Honor
-field Tuesday evening by Troops 45, 13
and 77 in the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Young Johnson is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Perry Johnson of Murray and is a
junior at Murray High School. lie is a
part of the leadership corps of Troop 77.
Warner, the son of Delores Warner
and Dr. Charles Warner of Murray, is a
sophomore at Murray High and is in-
structor in Troop 77.
Dr. Constantine Curds, president Of
Murray State University, delivered the
"Eagle Charge" to scouts Warner and
Johnson and urged them to dedicate
themselves to preserving America's
freedoln, the availability of opportunity
and the country's democratitintegrity.
Fred fMorton represented the Four
Rivers Council as chairman of the
Court of Honor. The invocation was
delivered by Dr. James Fisher, pastor
of the Methodist Church.
Bill Adams, assistant Scoutmaster of
Troop 45, presented the Tenderfoot
rank to Scouts David Conner, Rex
Monts, Tim Burchfield, David Boyd,
Stuart Alexander, Ivan George, Ben
Underwood and Neil Segal.
Forest Priddy, committee chairman
of Troop 13. awarded the Second Class
rank to Mark Cunningham, David
Bailey, David Milkulcik, Brian Doyle,
Chris Priddy, Lynn Hargrove and
David Robinson.
Tom Carruthers, assistant Scout-
master of Troop 77, made the First
Class presentation to Don Moseley.
Morton awarded the Star Rank to
Billy Smith, Jeffrey Carruthers, Paul
'Austin and Craig Johnson.
Bob Hopkins, council district com-
missioner, presented the Life rank tb
scout Joe Harmon.
Many merit badges were also
awarded to the several Scouts wha had
earned them.
, Following the ceremony, the large
gathering of parents and interested
persons were treated to a table of
refreshments provided by the parents
of the new Eagle Scouts.
1111.
VOLUNTEERS HONORED—The Commissioners of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital were hosts last night for the annual Red Cross Volunteer
Recognition Dinner at the Holiday Inc,. Volunteers last year served 1,161 hours
at the local hospital. Volunteers presented with award pins were Robert
Allen, Louise Swann, Lillian Steele, Hazel Beale, Freda Butterworth, Ann Hi von
Janet Lee Scott, and Stella Scarobrough, all new volunteers. Volunteers %With
one year service were Myra Mueller, Desiree Hosick, Phyllis Kain, Virginia
Moore, and Lucille Thurman. Two year pins were presented to Irene, Curry
BOARD OF DIRECTORS—The Board of Directors of the local Amen -an Red
Cross Chapter were recognized at the annual volunteer banquet last night at
the Holiday Inn. Also recognized were the service chairmen for 1976 From
left are Lester Nanny, Leonard Vaughn, Dr. Ruth Cole, and Dr. Harry Sparks
board members; Mary lane Howard, first aid chairman; Stuart Poston, board
member Mrs. Herman [Yarnell, service to military: Kathryn Glover, volunteers
15' Per Copy 3 Sections — 30 Pages
Gov. Carroll Pledges
Support To Keep Tappan
Plant In Operation Here
dos'. Julian Carroll has pledged his
support in keeping the Tappan Corn-
pany's Murray plant in operation-
Gov. Carroll told a press conference
yesterday afternoon that he would help
settle the 18-month strike at the Tappan
stove plant here.
John Nichols, the governor's press
secretary, said that Carroll met
Tuesday morning with three Tappan
officials, W. R. Tappan, chairman of
the board, and vice-presidents P. J.
Nagel and C. R. Lair.
"tin alarmed to hear that Tappan is
about to move out of the state," Carroll
said at the press conference. The
governor was referring to rumors that
have been circulating since last week
when Tappan announced the purchase
of a plant in Dalton, Ga.
The Murray plant has been idled
since June.23, 1975 when United Auto
Workers Local 1068 voted to go on strike
in a dispute over a new contract bet-
ween the company and the union. Over
600 workers have been off the job at
Tappan since that time and payroll
losses have been estimated at more
than $9 million.
Gov. Carroll said that he would- do
anything within the law that he can as
governor to dissuade the Tappan plant
from leaving Kentucky and taking
those jobs elsewhere.
Nichols said this morning that the
governor is ‘'proud of the fact that in
the time he's been governor, because of
the healty diversification of industry in
the state, that Kentucky's unem-
ployment statistics have been far below
the rest of the nation. The national
unemployment rate is now over eight
per cent and we're down below five per-
cent."
"I told Tappan-) officiaVthat
whatever this administration'could do
to keep them here would be done,"
Carroll said Tuesday afternoon. He said
that no state wants a "black mark
against it in labor relations."
The purchase of the Georgia plant by
Tappan also caused concern among
members of the board of directors of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce,st
week.
In a special called meeting, 00/board
drafted a letter to Tappaar'president
Don C. Blasius urging t/4 company to
continue its Murray .operation.
In its letter,,,the chamber board
pointed out thafl'appan has been a vital
part of thprCommunity for 30 years and
that Talipan's leaving Murray would
po a serious threat to the progress of
e community.
Gov. Carroll said that Tappan of-
ficials have promised to give him a





An apparent worldwide shortage of
dork-fired tobacco has sent prices
suarin& for the leaUiii the Western
Kentucky area.
Buyers are bypassing the warehouses
and going directly to the farmers, and
have sent the crop average as high as a
whopping $1.45.per pound. The previous
high average of $1.02 per pound was
considered extraordinary for the leaf.
Perhaps as much as 75 per cent of this
year's crop will never reach the
warehouse floor, and these warehousts
could conceivably be forced out of
business, spokesmen have said.
An underproduction of dark tobacco
for the past several years, coupled with
this season's unfavorable growing and
stripping weather conditions has
caused buyers "so much anxiety that
they have gone to the country," ac-
cording to Jim Marvin, whose Kennedy
Loose Leaf facility in Mayfield is a
major buyer-dealer for foreign
Markets.
The warehousemen, whose income is
based on a sales percentage, will be left
out, except for a trickle or tobacco "the
buyers won't take," according to one
area warehouseman. '
-ThErruii on dark tobacco is attributed
by area officials to a worldwide shor-
and Anne Wood; three years, Mahle Gallagher, and Esther Sigmon; four years,
Betty Shepard and Hazel Tarry. Frances Whittle received her five year pin, and
awards for six years service were given to Alberta Griffith and Marge Kipp;
seven years, Irma LaFollette: nine years, Kathryn Glover, Lillian Craves and
June Lockhart: 14 years, Clyzell Falwell; and 16 years, Della Taylor. Special
awards were given to Oyna Darnell, for 10 years of service to military as an
on-call duty worker for AMCROSS, and Rex Alexander, who was presented
with a bronze medal denoting five years as a water-safety instructor trainer.
chairman; back row, Dave Dickson, Robert 0. Miller, Walter Apperson, Dr.
Rex Alexander, Karl Hussuo-g, Henry Holton. and Sid Easley. board members;
and Carole Hahn, Publicity chairman. Holmes Ellis is chairman of the locat
board, and other members not present include Harvey Ellis and Fleetwood
Crobch.
Sten Photos bv Oavid 1141
tage of the leaf. Dark tobacco is used in
the United States mostly for muff and
in Europe mainly for smoking tobacco.
All but about six million pounds of
dark-fired tobacco in the United States
is produced in Kentucky's 20 wester-
nMost counties and in an area between
tlje Kentucky-Tennessee line and Nash-
ville.
One West ,. Kentucky warehouseman,
said bypassing the warehouse auction
floors could lead to a Ioss of the "kind of
market that protectS farmers, gives
them a place to sell their Crops iwhen
buying isn't crazy like it is now."
Ordinarily, the bulk of the Kentucky-
Tennessee dark-fired crop is marketed
through the Western Dark-Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, with
markets in Murray and at Mayfield,
and the Eastern Dark-Fired Tobacco
Growers ,Association, with markets in
Hopkinsville and in Tennessee.
Barn sales have been high in the
eastern district for several years but
were "barely noticeable until this year
in the western district," according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
western cooperative with headquarters
in Murray. .
A spokesman for the eastern group
said at Clarksville yesterday that
"barn sales are higher than they've
ever been—much, much higher " He
added that the warehouse picture is
grim.
'It's going to hurt them t the
operators like the devil. They'll close if
this goes far enough," the eastern
spokesman said.
Ellis said the scarcity arose because
demand has topped production of dark'
fired tobacco for the last five years.
Last year, for the first time. dark
(See Tobacco, Page 12
Two Charged By
Murray Police
Two local men have been charged in
connection with the theft of wheel
covers in Murray, according to Murray
Police.
Officers identified the men as Rickey
Dale Nance, 19, 1316 Vine, and Rickey
Stone. of Kirksey, who were charged
with theft by unlawful taking, a Class A
misdemeanor.
The two have been released on bond,
and will appear in city court at a later
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Baby Boy Colyott (mother
Debra ), 1161 Circarania Dr.,
Murray, Baby BO Harrison
mother Cynthia), Rt. 1,
-Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mollie 4. Cunningham, Rt.
5-Box 71, Murray, Mrs.
El a J. Rhea, 407 E. 12th.,
enton, Mrs. Patricia B.
lolinson, 115 Spruce, Murray,
Rose L. Herndon, Rt. 3-Box
434, Murray, Mrs. Ella M.
Pounds, Cr. 222, New Concord,
Mrs. L. Ann Wesson, Rt. 4,
Murray, Roy F. Leslie, 216 S.
15th, Murray, Mrs. Brenda J.
Stalls, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Carol
S McCarty, 703 Broad St.,
Murray, Christi A. Smith, Rt.
8. Murray, Mrs. Mary B.
('arruthers, Rt. 4-Box 135 A,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy E. Perry,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Betty J.
Isbell, 1707 Miller, Murray,
Mrs. Glenda S. Davenport, Rt.
1.. Hardin, Mrs. Rita A.
Hancock and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., D. Chastene
Stone. Rt. 1-Box 147, Murray,
Mrs. Lottie Pendergrass, Rt.
1, Farmington, Mrs.. Ila M.
Starks, Rt. 1, Benton,
Augustus W. Russell, P. Q.
Box 349, Murray, Carl, C.
Willoughby, 107 North Lake,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Ruby E.
Nance, Rt. 3, Box 109, Murray.
)" •
Virginia Strohecker, chairman of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
pours punch to serve the many members and guests at the open meeting of the club
on Sunday afternoon. On the left is Lois Sparks of the Delta Department. Others, left to
right, are Anna Ruth Harris, chairman of the Sigma Department, along with Mary Ann
Russell and Shirley Toon of the Sigma Departmeot.
Santo attli,d, Giant Fighter
Synopsis. Santa tells Billy that
before he can slay the giant he
must free the moon which Golto
has sealed' in a box. Tweed-
leknees searches for the magic
worth that will unseal the box.
CHAPTER FIVE
A SANTA LAND BREAK-
FAST
Patrick Tweedleknees sat
on the floor in Santi's living
room. He was surrounded by
stacks of books and scraps of






















has a five year-old
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am trying to think of new toys
for Christmas. It's been a very
big help.-
"Hmmp!" grunted Tweed-
leknees. He tossed the gold tassel
out of his eyes but he kept the
cap on.
Mrs. Claus came in from the
kitchen and announced that
breakfast was served.
"But, my dear," said Santa
looking at her in amazement.
By Lucrece Beale
Tweedk k nee. tried on Sant think lag cap
Tweedleknces had been in "We just had breakfast."
Santa Land longer than any- "You mean -YOU just had
one except Santa. of course, breakfast," retorted- Mrs. -Claus
-What about this boyFle-li.ilokswho had been there forever.
Because he had been there so like he hasn't 
had anything to
eat for goodness, Allows _howlong it was natural that he
knew a great deal about
hocus-pocus, abradadabra,
mumbo-jumbo, and other
magic words that could cast
Billy was overjoyed. He had
been 'standing them all this time
watching Patnck Tweedleknees
think. It had been a very hard
or break a spell. - thing to do because he was dizzy
He had been studying charms with hunger. His stomach kept
and voodoo and hoodoo and the grill/Mg for food but he himself
incantations of all the soscerers-'' wasloo polite uo say anything
he had ever heard of for three'
days and three nights.' Still he
hadn't found the magic formula
that would release the moo-F
from the box in which Goko the-
giant had locked it.
Santa was growing impatient,
-Christmas would soon be here
and the giant had vowed to
snatch Santa, too: out of the sky
when he drove his sleigh on
Christmas Eve.
"Give me time," said Tweed-
leknees huffily. "This is a very
difficult assignment. It can't be
-done in a minute, you know, but
I am on the right track.- He
sniffed importantly and reached
for still another book from the
piles on the chairs and tables
around him.
Santa went to his desk. He
rummaged around in the bottom
drawer until he found A little red
skull cap with a lone gold tassel.
He set the cap on Two:clic-knees'
bead.
"Try my thinking cap," he
said.
"Are you suggesting that I
have not been thrilling?"
growled Tweedlekrices.
-Not at all," replied Santa.
He had been sent to bed
without dinner the night before
and he hadn't had lunch before
that because the teacher at
school had made him stand in
the corner for 'elitist giant
stones. He took off his coat and
dropped it on the - floor beside.
Tweedleknees.
"I could eat :; little: I guess,'
lie said politely tle followed
Mrs. Claus into the kitchen and
sat down to breakfast
There were buckwheat cakes
stacked two feet tall and sau-
sages long as baseball bat, and
ostrich eggs big as footballs' And
that wasn't. all. There were
things no one else would dream
of serving for breakfast. Deep-
dish apple pie and coconut layer
cake with orange filling and
seven different kinds oi ice
cream.
Billy had a helping of every-
thing and several helpings of
some things. Mrs. Claus beamed.
She said she wished she always
had a boy around the house to
feed because it made cooking- so
yworth while.
She 'was frying another batch
"But the thinkingcap may help. of ostrich eggs when ,Tweed-
you think. I often use it when I - leknees burst into the kitchen.
His thinking cap was all askew
and his spectacles hung on the
tip of his nose. He handed Billy
a thin green book and shouted,
"I-'-ve found it! The magic





at the book in
It was his own
book'
Tomorrow: The Harp Witch





for vour Christmas Party
Our own private
Dining Room Upstairs
k available for any size group
up to 150 people
No charge for reservations
PAGLIAI'S
510 Main Street
DELIVERY SERVICE TO ANY SIZE GROUP
Treva Mathis directs the chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club in the annual open Christ-
mas musical program of the club on Sunday, December 5, at three p. m. at the club house. Bea Farrell, chorus ac-
companist, and Jane Prince, ensemble accompanist, are not pictured. They are, left to right, front row, Betty Thom-
pson, Joanne Cavitt, Doris Rose, lean Bennett, Fay Nell Flora, Barbara Simons, Barbara Brandon, Kathy Mowery,
lohnna Putoff, Margaret Franklin, Edith Noftsinger, back row, Rebecca Dublin, Margaret Porter, Neva Grey Allbritten,
Betty Lowry, Barbara Jewell, Anna Fay Taylor, Nancy Ryan, Karen Bolls, Mary deth Hays, Lolita Stice, Kay Ray, Glenda
Roos, Blanche Titsworth, Pat Miller, Martha Crafton, and Sue Spann.
Staff Photo by bayed Hill
Christmas Concert Presented
At Murray Woman's Club
By Jo Bnrkeen
One of the most delightful
programs heralding the
coming holiday season was
the open musical program
presented by the Music
Department Chorus of the
Murray Woman's Club on
Sunday afternoon at the gaily
decorated ebb house.
Treva Mathis in her char-
ming and talented way
directed the chorus in a
selection of Christmas songs
with Bea Farrell as piano. _
accompanist, Kathy Mowery
as flute accompanist, and
Barbara Jewell playing the
sleighbells. _ _
Selections by the chorus
were "Christmas Is," "The
Bells of Bethlehem,"
-Christmas Dance of the




Christmas," and "PHeard the
Bells on Christmas Day."
Margaret Porter, soloist,
accompanying herself on the
autoharp, sang "I Wonder As I
Wanderv" She was .,aLsq the
soloist fpr the song, "Je.su,
Jesu, Rest Your Head," by the
chorus and was substituting
for Marge Shown who was ill.
JOHNSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Johnson, 831 Glendale Road,
Murray, announce the birth of
a baby boy, Joel Taylor,
weighing seven pounds fifteen
ounces, born on Sunday,
November 28, at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
They have another son,
Josh. Mr. Johnson is on the
staff at Murray State
University as the University
Photographer for Information
and Public Services. Mrs.
Johnson is presently on leave
from the Murray Independent
School System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Johnson, Paducah,
and Mr. and Mrs. John
Cochran, Mayfield. Great
grandparents are Mrs. T. W.
Taylor, Almo, Mrs. Ebbie
Cochran, Lynnville, and Mr.
and Mrs. Garland Johnson,
Warren, Mich.
HARRISON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brooks
(Butch) Harrison of Hardin
Route One are the parents of a
baby boy born at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital at
7:55 a.m. on Thursday,
December 2. The baby,
weighing six pounds, 14
ounces and measuring 193/4
Inches long, has been named
Ryan Lee.
The new father is employed
-at-General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. aid
Mrs. Bobby G. Elkins, Benton
Route Three, Jot Damon
Plarrison, Hardin Route One,




Hardin Route One, Mrs.
Fannie Jones and Mr. and
Mrs. Luther White,. Benton,
and Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Dotson, Benton Route Three.
-
Meat should be frozen at
100F. or less, and as quickly
as possible.
Ensemble
A special feature of the
afternoon program was a
"Christmas Medley" sung by
the ensemble composed of
Joanne Cavitt, Karen Bolls,
Anna Faye Taylor, Barbara
Simons, Mary Beth Hays, Kay
Ray, and Barbara Brandon
with Jane Prince as the
director and the very ac-
complished pianist.
Following the program the
chorus was given a standing
ovation by the "standing room
only" audience. Mrs. Mathis
asked the group to join the
chorus in singing "Silent
Night."
Peggy Billiuigton, president
of the club, welcomed the
members and guests, and
thanked the members of the
Alpha and Theta Department
for decoration of the club
house for the holiday season.
A 4ocial hour followed with
refreshments of red Christ-
mas punch and cookies being
served at the table in thef
downstairs dining room with •
the Delta :Department as
hostess chttirman.
The beautriully appointed
table, overlaid with a white
lace and linen cloth, was
centered with an4rrangement
of holiday greenery and fruit
in a silver bowl. Crystal ap-
pointments were used.
Hostesses
Hostesses from the various
departments were Margaret
Trevathan, Jean Bordeaux,
Madge Diuguid, and Modest
Jeffrey, Alpha; Ann Brooks,
Diane Johnson, Lois Keller,
and Dee Ann Umar, Creative
Arts; Joe Nell Rayburn, Lois
Sparks, Lima Warren, Clarice
Sparkman, Jo Oakley, Helen
Bennett, Lou McCain, and




Clover Cotham, Judith Nall,
and Charlotte Hammack,
Garden; Delano Waldrop,
Modelle Miller, Edna Holland,
and Maud Riley, Home;
Jennifer Crouse, Lashlee
Foster, Jane Hall, Anne Hoke,
Donna Keller, Carla Reicroat,
and Linda Stockton, Kappa;
Ruth Eversmeyer, Bea
Farrell, Fay Nell Flora, Polly
Garland, Virginia Gish,
Carole Hahn, Ellen Harrell,
and Libby Hart, Music; Anna
Ruth Harris, Janice Austin,
Patsy Oakley, Mary Ann
Russell, Jane Sisk, Pat
Thompson, Shirley loon, and
Joy Waldrop, Sigma; Alberta
Chapman, Pauline Parker;
Oneida Boyd, 'and Wilma
Beatty, Theta; Katie Outland,
Rebecca West, Ella Mae
Quertermous, Ruth Caldwell,
Rose Marie Bryan, Dewdrop
Rowlett, Louise Lamb, and
Blanche Titsworth, Zeta.
The Music Department
works throughout the club
year to bring special
programs of music for the.
general club and also sings at
many other local church,
civic, and sclpol activities
throughout the year, giving
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Christmasville (located 1 mile west of
Volunteer Hospital and UTM on Mt. Pelia
Rd) has re-opened after 3 years due to
Dozens of added displays
18-20,000 lights (plus 2,000 extra lights this year)
OPEN THRU NEW YEAR'S NIGHT
•
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Divide Winnings
Between Partners
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Oncago TnOune Nees Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: i hope You will take time to give me your
opinion on a problem that involves two partners in a small
business.
Partner A bought a 8100 ticket to &charity ball with com-
pany funds, a normal procedure. The day of the ball. part-
ner A asked partner B if he would like to use the ticket.
Partner B said no. Partner A offered it to others. No takers.
At the last minute partner A decided to go himself.
The ticket was the winning number. It won $4,000!
Partner A insists the money is his. Partner B thinks it
should be split 50-50. What do you think?
P.R.
DEAR P.R.: If partner A, with the knowledge and con-
sent of partner B, invested company fund(' in an oil well,
and it brought in a million-dollar gusher, wouldn't part-
ner B be entitled to half the proceeds? The same principle
applies.
DEAR ABBY: When I go to my doctor for my blood pres-
sure checkup, he always checks my breasts for cancer as
well. We both belong to the same country club. I wonder if
he thinks he is doing me a favor, or if he is doing himself
one.
As far as I know, there is no cancer in my family, and I
read somewhere that people with high blood pressure don't
usually have cancer.
Do you think I should change doctors?
ANXIOUS IN MONTANA
DEAR ANXIOUS: He is doing YOU a favor, not himself..
He sounds like a very competent physician, but if the fact
that you see him socially inhibits you, you'd be wise to
change country clubs!
DEAR ABBY: lam a 16-year-oki girl who agreed to baby'
sit for a neighbor. I know they don't.ha.ve much inoney,_so
I charged only 50 cents an hour. Everything was fine until
she went out the door and said. "I left a.few dishes in the
sink. Would you mind doing them up? We're bringing home
company.
Well, I did up the dishes', and I really didn't mind. A few
nights later, she said, You know how to ri4n a washing ma-
chine, don't you'? Well, just throw in these towels and a few
little odds and ends, will you?" Then she ran out the door.
II did three loads of laundry that evening.)
Now, it's become a regular thing. She always leaves the
—supper dishes in the sink for me to do. and I'm doing most
of her laundry. Besides that. I have her three childrdn to
get supper for and put to bed. And all for 50 cents an hour.
Is this fair? And how can I tell her I think she's taking ad
vantaje of me?
SHY
DEAR SHY: Of course it's not fair. And you can tell her
that, just as you've told me. You were hired as a sitter, not
a housekeeper.
CONFIDENTIAL TO C. IN BEVERLY HILLS: A fine
artist knows when a painting is finished. A wise woman
knows when the affair is over. Accept it with grace and
save face.
Everyoffe has a pcoblem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
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I Sponsored By Beta Sigma Phi, Gam- W
1 ma Gamma Chapter i
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Wedmadsy, December 8
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will have a
potluck dinner at the social
hall of the church at 6:30 p.m.
Arts and Crafts Festival of
Delta Sigma Phi will continue
at Beshear Gym of MSU
Student Center from nine a.m.
to seven p.m.
Lecture on watercolor
paintings by William T.
Williams will be in Room 423,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU, at 7:30 p. m.
Thursday, December 9
Concert by Van Cliburn,
sponsored by Murray Civic
Music Association, will be at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
8:15 p. m.
Aurora Kiwanis Club
Charter Presentation will be
at Kenlake Iftitel at 6:30 p. m.
Tasting luncheon by Freed-
Hardeman Associates will be
at Community /loom, Federal
Savings and Loan, from
eleven a. m. to 1:30 p. m. Cost
will'he $1.50 per person.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
Christmas party at the Ellis
Community Center at seven p.
m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Countryside
at Casa Mia Restaurant at six
p. m.; South Murray at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 11:30 a. m.; Dexter at
Dexter Center at 9:30 a. m.
with gift exchange; Town and
Country with Geneva Giles at
6:30 p. m.; Progressive with
Betty Hassell at 6:30 p. m.
Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will have its
Christmas supper, buffet
style, at six p. m. at the First
Christian Church. Call Jerri
Fitch 753-9799 for reser-
vations.
a
Shower for the family of Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Crouse and
three children, Jimmy, Lisa,
and Lori, whose home was
destroyed by fire Sunday, will
be held at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church at
seven p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will .meet
at 7:30 p. m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Grove 126 WOW will meet at
Murray Woman's Club House
at six p. m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for Senior Citizens with
demonstration on Micro-Wave
Ovens from Ward & Elkins at
10:30 a. m., sack lunch at
noon, devotion after lunch,
and table games at one p. m.
Sophomore voice recital by
Steve Evans, baritone,
Owensboro, will be at seven p.
m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Program by MSU Chorus,
directed by Prof. Robert
Baar, scheduled at Calloway
County Public Library has











Open Daily 4 : 00 P.M.
Highway Ii41 N. 753-4141
Era Rail Group
Holds f)rograni
The Triangle Inn was the
setting for a meeting of the
Eva Wall Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church held
on Tuesday afternoon,
November 23.
Margaret Taylor presided in
the absence of Verna Mae
Stubblefield. Willie Garland
read the minutes, Opal
Reeves gave the mission
action report, and Mae Foster
gave the 'devotion using
Ezekiel 7, and the call to
prayer for missionaries.
"Ancient-Modern Iran" was
the subject of the program
directed by Laura Jennings
who was assisted by Nettie
hfcKeel, Lorene Foster, Lelia
Boyd, Opal Reeves, and Thyra
Crawford.
Also present were Hazel
Ahart and Vera Adams.
Refreshments of pie and
coffee were served.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Robbie 0. Moody of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
By Clean Teens
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of Clean Teens
held the November service
prpject on Friday, November
19.
Several members se up a
"hall block" and collected
860.00 for the WPSD-TV
Crippied Children's Telethon,
according to Mitzi Redick,
reporter for the chapter.
Gidden 14.!(' b Ti)
11‘,1(1 lbw! On
The Golden Age Club will
have a potluck luncheon and
Christmas party on Friday,
December 10, at twelve noon
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Dr. and Mrs. Stan Hen-
drickson will present a special
program. Exchange of gifts
will be optional.
In charge of the
arrangements will be Mrs.
Sadie Harrell, Mrs. Floy
Caldwell,- Mrs. Robbie
Harrison, Mrs. Calista
Clanton, Mr. and Mrs.




Club will have a potluck
luncheon at 11:45 a. m.
followed by a gift exchange at
the home of Mrs. Edgar
Morris, Lynn Grove Road.
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
MSU Women's Society will
have a dinner at the Holiday
Inn, preceded by Christmas
Open Houses.
Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ will have its annual
potluck dinner at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six p.
m. Bring food and tea or cold
drinks for family.
Jonathan Creek Assembly
facilities have been reserved
for a Blood River Pastors' and
Wives' Fellowship at six p. m.
Senior clarinet recital by
Janet Gascoigne, Jackson,
Tenn., will be at seven p. m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arta Center, MSU.
MSU Percussion En-
sembles, directed by Tom
Vanarsdel, will be at 8:15 p.
m. in Old Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Public is invited.
Exhibitions of paintings,
photography, and drawings by
Ann Kerr Selin, Cynthiana,
Roger D. Taylor, Owensboro,
and Ron Hill, Bardstown, will
be at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
through December 21.
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Meet On Monday
With Dr. Harry M. Sparks
presiding, Calloway County
Retired Teachers held the
Christmas meeting with a
bountiful potluck luncheon at
Ellis Center Monday,
December 6 at noon.
Featured at the meeting
was a program of Christmas
songs by Calloway County
High School music groups
with about 50 members
participating. They were
directed by Prof. Dan Mc-
Daniel and introduced by Mrs.
Buron Jeffrey who also gave
the devotion.
The program consisted
primarily of new Christmas
songs but with the old sen-
timents. The numbers
were: 0 What a Wonder;
Hallelujah, Glory Hallelujah;
Carol, Sweet Carol; Were You
There on That Christmas
Night?; King, Tiny King;
Silent Night, Holy Night; and
Peace, Peace:
The social committee for
this meeting was composed of
Mrs. Herbert Dunn, Mrs.
Harry Sparks-, Mrs. Opal
Emerine, Mrs. A. B. Austin,
Mrs. Mavis McCamish, and
Mrs. Yandell Wrather. The
serving tables and small
tables were centered with red
candles surrounded with
evergreens. Lovely poin-
settias were from the Bamboo
Gardens.
President Sparks reported
there were 101 members of the
Calloway Retired Teachers
Association. In the state of
Kentucky, there are 11,670
retirees with a membership of
5,558 in the state association.
In the First District, ac-
cording to Sparks, there are
753 retirees with a mem-
bership of 711 in the
association. The 04.4 per cent
membership in the First
District is the highest of any
district in Kentucky, he
reported. Dr. Sparks was
recently elected to the
Delegate Assembly of Ken-
tucky.
The Calloway Teachers will
hold their next meeting
February 7 at 2 p. m. at Ellis
Center. The May 9 meeting
will be a breakfast at 9 a. m. at
the Colonial House. Officers of
the Calloway Association are
Dr. Sparks, president; Hazel
Tarry, vice president; Mrs.
Agnes McDaniel, secretary,
and Lorene Swann, treasurer.
MAYFIELD PATIENTS
Dismissed November 23
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield, were Tracy Rene
Fox of Hazel Route One,
Claude Lee Page of Murray
Route Four, and Loretta
Jewel of Almo Route One.
HOSPITAL PATIENTS
Flora Jordan of Farmington
Route One and Mary
Magdalene Gupton of Kirksey
Route One were dismissed





of Murray was discharged
November 24 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Karen Hussung Guest Speaker it
Mason's Circle Meet. Linn Home
Shopping for Senior Citizengt Mrs. Renee Linn opened her
will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30 tihria,ransose Ior




p. m. Call 753-9725 for tran-
Chapel United Methodist
Church held on _Tuesday.
November 16.
Saturday,. December 11 Guest speaker for the oc-
Country ham breakfast with casion ,was Miss Karen
all the trimmings at $2.50 each Hussung. Her program in-
will be served from six to ten cluded slides and a Verbal
a.m. at the Hardin Senior presentation concerning her
Citizens Center. experience as a youth
missionary to the American
Indian children of Wyoming
this summer. She also
displayed jewelry the Indian
children and their families she
had worked with had given
her.
The members discuss▪ ed
tentative plaps for a money




Mr. and Mrs. Rodney K.
Burkeen of Dexter Route One
are the parents of a baby girl,
Angel Dawn, weighing six
pounds 2'4 ounces, born on
Friday, November 12, at 5:10
p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Funds Raised The father is employed at•
Air Products and Chemicals
at Calvert City.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. James Ronald
Burkeen of Dexter Route One
and maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Burkeen of Murray Route
Three. Paternal great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rule Burkeen, Sr., of
Dexter Route One. Maternal
great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Burkeen,
Dexter Route One, and Mr.
and Mrs. Terrell Roberts,
Murray Route Six.
Great great grandparents
are Mrs. Dolly Lovett, Benton
Route Four, Mrs. Erie Ellis,




We are not necessarily the
best fed people in the world,
nor does everybody in the
United States have an
adequate diet. There are
people of all ages and all
economic levels in America
who need to improve their
diets. The problem isn't just
economic, it's educational.
Everyone needs to know the









by the hostess, Mrs. Linn.
Members present included
Mrs. Linn, Mrs. Brenda Owen,
Mrs. Kaye Lowe, Mrs. Sharon
Myatt, Mrs. Mavis Moartin,
and Mrs. Coleen Linn.
Miss Hayden, Bride-elect, Honored
Bndal Tea .4t St. Joseph .s School,
Miss Tana Hayden, bride-
elect of Bill Clemmons, was
honored with a tea at the St.
Joseph's School, Mayfield, on
Sunday, November 21.
The hostesses for the bridal
occasion were Mrs. Eugene
Colburn, Mrs. Clifton
Castleberry, and Mrs. Mary
Mott.
The honoree, attired in a
formal length, pale blue
jersey knit dress, was
presented a corsage of white
carnations.
_ Guests calling between the
hours of two to four p.m. were
served refreshments from the
beautifully appointed table
which was covered with a pink
cloth overlaid with a lace
cloth. The centerpiece for the
table was a lovely
arrangement of pink and
white porn pons and on either
GOOD BREAKFAST
A good breakfast should
include fruit, eggs or bacon or
both, enriched bread or rolls,
milk, butter, and jam and
jelly, and a hot beverage. And
you need time to eat without
gobbling. Breakfast can also
be a time for exchanging news
and pleasantries in your








side were three branched
silver candlela bra.
Approximately fifty guests
were present or sent gifts. The
guest register was kept by
Miss Teresa Hayden.
11111. Aleets II itli
.11iss11.
The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women
held its November meeting in
the home of Miss Frances
Whitnell with sixteen mem-
bers present.
Miss Whitnell, president.
presided and read scripture
from Acts 20 followed by
Prayer:
"Must I Give" was the title
of the pledge program with
Hilda Whitnell and Edith
Carson presenting a dialogue
on what the pledge is used for
in the work of the church.
Letha Patterson sang a solo,
-.Love Is," followed by prayer
by Mrs: Carson. The group
then sang the same song in
unison.
Refreshments were served
The next meeting will be
December 14 at seven p.in, at
the home of Susan Cun-
ningham.








Southside Card Not Punched
NEXT WEEK
Northside $200 Southside $300






*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch •All You
Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Mersin.
• Employers of Putters and their Families not eligible to
•Adults only may register •You do not have to be
present to win —Also--
Win Free Tickes
To The Kentucky Lake
Music Barn New Concord.
We will draw 10 names





3 lb. Can 89
With $10 Order or More.






















































Celery Large Stalk 25' Phillips
=•Milk of Magnesia
Reg. or Mint















2 Lb. Box 49'
Save 28'
With Oar Carpal Below
Drinks
Your Choice








303 Can Save 6' 494
Soft As Silk
Cake Flour
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Our hats are off to the
dedicated individuals who
devote so much of their own
time to helping others through
the Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter's hospital volunteer
program
These individuals thit year
have devtqed 3,161 hours of
service which, at normal pay
scales, would have cost the
local hospital $11,063.50.
All together, the hospital
_volunteers have a total of 128
years of volunteer service.
That's something that deserves
applause.
We also commend the local
Red Cross chapter and Jean
Blankenship, executive
director, for other services
which include life-saving and
water safety instruction, ex-
pectant parent's courses, and
aid to military service veterans
and their families as well as
hundreds of other small tasks
they perform.
This is a point to remember
when the drive for Red Cross
funds begins anew.
Business Mirror
Some View Tax Cut
As Key Ingredient
NEW YORK (AP) — President-elect
Carter seems to be in a minority when,
he insists that an income taxAt isn't a
certainty but instead only of the
options available to him.
The operators of the increasingly
popular numerical, or econometric,
models, the independent economists
and those with the big banks,
legislators, and apparently even
Carter's own people, are making that
assumptide
Support for a tax cut seems to come
from elements of all economic types
and strata, from businessmen and
Labor, although the AFL-CIO has of-
ficially withheld support until it can
review precise proposals.
The big banks here, which by the
nature of their work are forced to
assume the future, anticipate a cut.
Citibank's publication, "Economic
Week," assumes a rebate of up to $15
billion. Banker's Trust foresees a
rebate or a cut.
Reginald Jones, chairman of General
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I Let's Stay Well
New Drug For Poison Cases
mission he pursues zealously, the need
for more capital formation, to support a
cut, especially for middle-and low-
income people.
The media too are talking about a tax
cut as if already it had been spelled out
by Carter. Discussion, speculation and
forecasts of the consequences are the
meat of the articles, but Business Week
has editorially endorsed a cut.
Considerable dispute about the
merits of lower taxes remain, however.
The AFL-CIO reminds people that its
commitment is more to "tax justice."
Whether that includes a tax cut
remains to be seen.
Some economists- are concerned also
about the consequences, arguing that
the most recent reduction during the
Ford administration was simply used to
pay bills or build bank accounts rather
than to buy goods.
It' is argued also that a cut, even if
concentrated in themiddle and low tax
brackets, won't help the worst If —
retirees on Social Security for example
— who pay little or no federal income
taxes.
Talk persists, nevertheless, because
Carter has committed himself tb a goal
of lower unemployment, more
economic growth, lower interest rates,
and tax reform.
Almost all commentators seem to
believe that lower taxes are essential to
achieve these goals, especially that
which calls for a reduction of 1.5 per-
centage points in the jobless rate, now
8.1 per cent, by one year from now.
Few major economists feel that the
jobless goal can be met without
spurring the economy to much greater
activity than is now anticipated, and
the way to do that, they seem to feel, is
by tax ease.
Many economists go further: They
insist the entire economic program of
the new Administration hinges on a cut
— that it is the key ingredient, the
catalyst, the yeast that will make
possible a larger slice for everyone.
Bible
Thought
When a man's ways please the Lord,
he maketh even his enemies to be at
peace with him. Proverbs 16:7.
What a rare sight to see someone who
can live at peace with himself, with
others and with God — true peace!
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
jrnoi
walk
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HEARTLINE Is a service_for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
Last. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE,--I- am divorced. Am I-
entitled to any survivor benefits based
on the federal civilian service of my
deceased husband? He worked for the
federal government for 40 years. We
were married 23 years before our
divorce. D. T.
ANSWER: No. Since you are
divorced, you would not be entitled to
any civil service benefits, unless your
former husband designated you for a
lump sum payment of the deductions to
his credit in-the retirement fund ueon
his death.
The only way you could determine
whether or not he did so would be ti
inquire in writing to the United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington.
D. C. Identify your late husband t)
name, date of birth, claim number, last
agency where employed and dates of
such employment.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare cover a
breast prosthesis after a mastectorn!, ̂
ANSWER: Yes.
HEARTLINE: If I meet m.
deductible in one state and move to
another state where there is a different
Medicare carrier, do I have to meet the
deductible again?
ANSWER: No.
HEARTLINE: My mother is 86 years
old and she can not take care of herself
A new drug tan emetic) to in-
duce vomiting quicker than
ipecac has been developed and
may find wide lase It the treat-
ment of certain poice cam
The new drug is a mitre of
sodium tripolyphcephate and
tetrapotaaium pyrophosphate. It
is given by moth. as bitter, saky
taste is made more palatable
with saccharin as a sweetener
and strawberry as a flavor.
The results of animal studies
were reported by James
Weaver, PhD., at a recent meet-
ing of tie American and Cana-
dian Academies of Clinical Tax-
icolcgy and the American Asso-
ciation of Puison Control Centers
The animal studies were
mate on dogs. The new emetic
produced vomiting in them in
five minutes, while excite re-
cpered le minutes. This prampt-
nem in induction of vomiting can
have great advantage in poison
calk, devising then to tering up
By F.J.L. Blassigame.
stomadi content akeig with the
remainder of the poison in a
briefer period to prevent absorp-
tion
Toxic effects of the ipecac and
the new emetic were studied
separately in the clogs They
were observed for signs of tox-
icity for the period immediately
after having been given the
drugs and for a seven-day
period after the tests.
At the end of seven days, the
dogs were killed and studied for
any effects the emetics had had
on their bodies.. The researchers
reported that the new drug
ehowed no remarkable findings.
Some mild irritation to the
gastrointestinal tract was noted.
Dr. Weaver also reported on
other tests in whidi the animals
had been pretreated with
medicines that have a trarepaliz-
ing effect. These had no inhibit-
ing influence on the action of the
new emetic Such a renal has an
edema(' became emetics are
often tiled after other medics-
ti ens have bean ingested eedier.
This new drug apparently ads
an the yanking center in the
brain.
Application has been made to
the Foal and Drug Administra-
tion for INI)(lovestigatiisuil new
drug) status so that clinical
studies can be made. If they
prove the new emetic to be safe
and effective, as appears likely.
it will be available thereafter for
general use to other physicians
and the public
Cr. Ids. ILO. wires to know how
early in life is it safe for a young
woman to start taking the Pill
k So far a age I conanned,
no specific year can be at.
Ikkre a young woman starts to
take oral contraceptives. she
Mould have a history taken and
a Optical aisrojnation done by
a physician. Slie dmidd be fully
sexually developed arid shov•
normal growth. Sfie should have
regular mestrual cycles for at
least two years. Even when these
criteria are met, the physician
must rule out a number of condi
uons which prohibit the use of
the Pill, such as diabetes
mellitus, sickle Cell anemia and
a 'number of other diseases
4. Mr. RL asks what propor -
Lion of accidental deaths in the
United States results frorn auto-
mobile accidents
A. Although traffic-related
deaths have decreased with the
reduction in the maximal legal
speed liznitto 56 miles per hour.
motor vehicles claim a major
share. The total accident deaths
in the United States in 1475 was
101,400 persons; two in five were
killed in motor vehicular acci-
dents More dnver education..
safety belt usage and law enfor.
cement are needed
I rporgh.as hind rm.. .nrtro0
enie
- at.-all-anymere. My-husband-and-I are
both working full time so we do not have
the time needed to take care of her. I
feel that—a nursing home would be
better for her. I am afraid to do this
though because of some bad things I
have read about nursing homes, yet! do
not really know what to look for myself.
Do you have any suggestions? K. S..
ANSWER: This is a very common
problem for many people who feel that
their parents should be placed in a
nursing home. Heartline haideveloped
a small pamphlet for people who need a
nurSing home but 'do not know what to
look for.
For this free pamphlet, write
Heartline Nursing Home, 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381 and we
will send this to you. Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped en-
velope.
10 Years Ago
- Joe Morton, president of the Murray
Civitan Club, is pictured as- he
presented a check for the annual toy
drive by the Murray Fire Department
to Fire Chief Flavil Robertson.
Deaths reported include Woodrow
Wheeler, age 52, and Merle K. Andrus,
age 61.
Steve Knight and Edwin Schmidt of
Murray Troop 77, Jimmy Ramer of
Murray Troop 45, and Carl- Brown of
Benton Troop 40 have completed alighe
requirements for the rank of Eagle
Scout and were recognized at a district
meeting here on December 8.
A new club, Murray TOPS (taking off
pounds sensibly) has been formed in
Murray and meets weekly.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Russell announce
the approaching marriage of their
daughter, Ann, to James Wayne Harris,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Harris of
Chicago, Ill..
20 Years Ago
Efforts are underway here by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce to get a
new =Written federal prison located in
Calloway County. The efforts started
when the announcement was made last
week by Attorney Gen. Herbert
Brownnell that the government was.
seeking a location in the central part of
the United Stara-Preferably in south-
west Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, and
eastern Missouri or Arkansas.
An electric organ for use inthe new
gym at Murray State College has been
given to the college by Ed Settle, local
business man.
E. B. Howton was guest speaker at
the Hazel FFA Parent-Son Banquet
held at the school cafeteria with John
Foster as toastmaster.
E. L. Rowlett, F. A. Cogdell, Opel -
Tharpe, W. H. Hornbuckle, L. P. Miller,'
0. C. Skinner, Peter Rutledge, and Jim
McGeehee are new officers of Ruling
Star Lodge No. 51 F. & A. M.
Births repotted include a girl, Janet









Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Sports aren't a stepping stone to
success in later life according to a
Stanford University doctoral study.
Results of the study, done by Paul
Dobois, were released in a recent
report according to EDNEWS, a
publication of the Kentucky Depart-
nine( of Education.
In his comparison of 160 male
athletes from three California colleges
with 400 nonathletes from the same
schools, he. found that three years after
graduation, nonathletes earned
significantly more--$11,000 per year to
the athletes' $7,600.
Nonathletes aLso fared better on
measures of occupational prestige and
educational attainment.
Dobois said he found it made little
difference whether the athletes per-
formed as individuals or on teams or
whether they were black or white.
He concluded that while athletes
"have traits and qualifications needed
to succeed in sports, these traits may
not be...transferable to occupational
roles."
We agree with the basic premise of
the study—that athletes should not
enter competitive sports with plans of
making sports a life-long vocation. We
do feel, however, that competitive
sports do provide some valuable
lessons about life and that experience
gained through competition is a great
teacher.
0+0
The following "Ten Rules for Sue-
were written several years ago
but we feel they're timeless and ap-
plicable today:
1. Do you control your temper and not
"fly, of the handle" when things go
wrong"
2. Do you "keep your head" in an
emergency?
3. Do you think for yourself and not let
the opinions of others unduly influence
,you?
4. Do you remain calm when your
own mistakes are pointed out to you'
5. Did you ever deliberately decide to
break yourself of a bad habit, and
succeed in doing it?
6. Can you adjust difficulties and
retain the friendship of the person who
has differed?
7. Are you patient in dealing with
people who are hard to please?
8. Can you meet opposition without
becoming confused and saying things
you wish afterwards you had not said?
9. Do you make it a rule not to quarrel
about petty things?
10. Are you able to express your own
ideas without causing others to feel that
you are overbearing and
narrowminded ?
Anyone who can answer "yes" to
these-' ilitestfons has already captured
the basicingiedients for success.
0+0
The annual Christmas party for
underprivileged children will again be
sponsored by the employes of the
Murray Fire Department-this year.
Children up to age 10 will be included
in the event and Santa will be nn hand to
pass out gifts.
The firemen are in need of toys that
can be repaired or repainted to insure
that all children receive gifts. Anyone
wishing to donate used toys to the
project should take them by either the
downtown fire station in City Hall or the




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: MR. CARTER'S RESPONSIBILITY . HARRIGAN
President-elect Jimmy Carter has
sought and received from the American
people a very heavy responsibility. For
' many months, be said that the nation
was in trouble, and that he knew how to
, cure its ills. He said that the same party
should have control of the Legislative
and Executive Branches in order to
richievec iaent government.
Mr. will have his opportunity •
after his inauguration in January. He
will command the immense resources
of the federal government. His party
has a roughly two-to-one majoiity in the
Congress. Given this advantageous
pasitioft, millions of Americans will
expect him to work wonders. Indeed, he
has led the people to believe that he will
bring about extraordinary im-
provement in the lot of the American
people. .
Specifically, Mr. Carter has
promised to drastically reduce
unemployment, to prevent inflation, to
streamline the federal government, .to
safeguard the security of the United
States, and to provide dynamic
leadership on the-world scene. This is a
very large order. If he can achieve his
stated goals, he will have the thanks
and appreciation of the American
people.
If Mr. Carter's campaign promises
aren't realized, however, the American
people are likely to have a very dif-
ferent reaction.
Many observers of - the econo
scene are wondering how Mr. • arter
will manage to increase ployrnent
dramatically without creasing in-
flation. To do this may have tie be a
miracle-workr-
Strearnlnfñg the federal government
is a worthy and important goal. The
real need in Washington is for economy
in government aperations. But will the
streamlining actually result in fewer
government employees and a lowered
cost of government? If not, what is the
purpose and value of it?
Mr. Carter's task in this area will be
complicated by the fact that he also
pledged to provide additional gover-
nmental services. If the past is any
guide to the future, fulfillment of this
pledge will result in expansion of the
federal bureaucracy. And the liberal-,
dominated Congress, which already is
costing the public almost $1 billion a
year for its own eperations, is in-
terested in establishing more
regulatory agencies which will cost the
taxpayers more money.
Mr. Carter has promised to provide a
more efficient defense system, but he
also has- vowed to- reduCe defense
-spending by billions of dollars. The
danger is that muscle as well as. far will_
be cut from the armed services. Indeed, -
A .
many of Mr. Carters supporters in
Congress — the anti-defense bloc--
are determined to push for unilateral
disarmament of the United States at a
time when (he Soviets are expanding
their armed forces and are becoming
more aggressive in remote world
regions. The anti-defense bloc is likely0
to push for cancellation of the vital B-1
bomber and new missile submarines.
The American people have every
reason to hope — and pray — that Mr.
Carter offers dynamic leadership on
the world. scene. The United States
faces many dangerous situations. Our
country needs a very clear, precise
view of the national interest. The Third
World, composed of a hostile,
revolutionary bloc of nations, are
determined to extract wealth from the
United States, in the form of higher
prices for commodities and in in-
creased foreign aid. In Africa, they' 
actuallyhope to involve the United
States into the turmoil of that continent
in support of revolutionary " litierat ion"-
forces. If Mr. Carter understands a
national interest, he will sta irm
against income transfees ad and
demands for American olvement in
Africa and other tro .,ed areas.
When a ne dministration takes
office, the rican people are in-
clined : give it the benefit of the doubt
give it an opportunity to prove
If. But an administration has to
perform satisfactorily, or the'
honeymoon ends very quickly. In the
case of the new adthinistration, if Mr.
Carter wants to help the nation achieve
propeerity and peace with security he
will have to avoid spender economic
and emotional rhetoric. The real
problems facing this nation can only la.
-solved by concern for national thrift
and national security.
In any case, the Carter ad-
ministration will have the entire
responsibility, and will have to accept
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PA
I Deaths and Funerals I
C. F. Moody, Sr.
Dies With Funeral
Thursday Morning
. Charles Franklin Moody,
.Sr., retired farmer of Route
Dne, Etuchanan, Tenn., died
-Tuesday_ at 1:30 a.m. at the
Henry County General
'Elospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
78 years of age.
„ The deceased was a
member of the New Concord
Church of Christ. He was
married in 1927 to the former
Charlotta Oliver and she
preceded him in death in 1956.
He later married Mrs. Opal
Coleman in 1962, who sur-
vives. Born February 4, 1898,
Henry County, Tenn., he
, was the son of the late Elijah
David Moody and Mary
Chilcutt Moody.•
Mr. Moody is survived by
:his wife, Opal; two daughters,
Mrs Tressa Green and Mrs.
Sue Cream, Springville,
Tenn.; three sons, Charles F.
Moody, Jr., Paris, Tenn., Joe
Pat Moody, Buchanan, Term.,
and Fred Moody, Allen Park,
Mich.; two stepsons, Joe Pat
Coleman and Mack Coleman,
New Concord.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Kate Jenkins and
Mrs. Anna Tatum of Bowling
Green; three brothers, Alton
Moody, Paducah, John
Moody, Springfield, Tenn.,
and Newt Moody, Portia,
Ark.; thirteen grandchildren;
'four great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at
the New ' Liberty Church of
Christ, located on Tennessee
Highway 19 south of New
Concord.




where friends may call.
Herschel Evans Is
Dead. At Age 81;
Rites Thursday
Herschel Evans of Far-
mington died Tuesday at 10:20
a.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. tie was 81
years of age.
The deceased was born
February 8, 1895, and was the
son ,of the late Herinan Evans
and Minnie Moore Evans.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Grace Wesson Evans, Far-
mington; one daughter, Mrs.
Fred (Martha) Butterworth,
Murray Route One; one step
daughter, Mrs. Kathryn
Bentley, Memphis, Term.; one
son, Harrison Evans,




The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
Harry Yates and Bro. James
Shockley officiating.
Pallbearers will be Donald
,Bentley, Tommy Bentley,
Rodney Evans, Kenneth
Smith, Earl Boyer, and Bill
Nelson. Burial will be in the
Farmington Cemetery.





Mrs. Grada Emma Work-
man died Tuesday at six p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was 93 years of age and
a , resident of Route Two,
Dawson Springs. The
deceased was a retired school
teacher and survivors include
one nephew, Harry Russell,
1408 Poplar Street, Murray.
Mrs. Workman was born
November 1, 1883, in Kentucky
and was the daughter of the
late James Riley Brown and
Lucinder Davis Clark Brown.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the Beshear
Funeral Home, Dawson
Springs, with Elder Russell
EL/Shear officiating. Burial
will be in the Dunn Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home at Dawson
Springs after five p.m. today
(Wednesday). The J. H.
Churchill Funeral Horne had





The funeral for Mrs. Ota
Truman (Annie Morton) Stalls
of Hazel Route Two will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God, where she was
a member, with the Rev. Bill
Pryor and the Rev. John W.
Stalls of Madisonville of-
ficiating.
Music will be by the John
Stalls family of Madisonville
and the Melody Notes of
Calvary Temple.
Pallbearers will be Buel
Stalls, Jr., Jerry C. Jones,
Larry E. Stalls, Donald E.
Peal, Rexie 0. T. Stalls, Jr.,
Fred Paul Stalls, Randy
Stalls, Terry S. Stalls, Michael
F. Stalls, Stacey A. Stalls,
Jeffrey A. Stalls, Delbert
Newsome, Ray Newsome,
James S. Tipton, Samuel A.
Jessen, Clay Neal, Dave
Gramling, and Rick Clen-
denen.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Mrs. Stalls, age 72, died
Tuesday at 9:10 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was married
October 30, 1920, to Ota
Truman Stalls and he
preceded her in death on
September 72 of this year. She
was also preceded in death by
five brothers and two sisters.
Born December 1, 1904, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
Edwin Morton and Molly
Campbell Morton.
The deceased is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Huel
(Maybelle) Jones, Murray,
and Mrs. 'Eugene (Annie
Rubena) Peal, Hazel Route
Two; three sons, Buel E.
Stalls, Sr., and Ftexie 0. T.






At Her Home Today.
Mrs:* Ivan (Christine)
Rudolph of 1662 Ryan Avenue,
Murray, died this morning at
five o'clock at her home. She
was 67 leans of age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church. She and her husband,
Ivan, who survives, were
married August 1, 1926. Born
May 14, 1909, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Leslie Smith and
Lucy Bynum Smith.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete. Friends may call
at the J. H. Churchill Funeral






Crouse of Murray Route Two
died Tuesday at nine p.m. at
the National Health En-
terprise Skilled Nursing
Center at Paducah.
She was 88 years of age and
was preceded in death by her
husband, Robert, on July 27,
1968. She was a member of the
Union Grove Church of Christ.
Born in 1888 in Marshall
County, she was the daughter
of the late David Sylvester
Trimble and Annie Pace
Trimble.
Mrs. Crouse is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Ovid
(Roberta) Suiter, Murray
Route Two, and Mrs. Bobby
(Ann) Moore, Reidland; one
son, Vester Crouse, Mayfield;
seven grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with
burial to follow in the Coles
Camp Ground Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Hog Market
Federal Slate Market News Service
becember 8, 1976
Kentucky Purchase: Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
: Act. 499 Eat. 600 Barrows &
lactrthigher Sows .30-1.00 higher
US 1-2300.2301k..  $37.75-38.25
US 1-3300-2401k.. 637.2147.75
US 1-4 240-280 lb..  936.25-37.25
US 3-4 180-290 lbs.  635.25-36.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. . 825.0046.00 few 97.00
US 1-3300-4501b.... 921.00-36.00

















1Limit 1 Per Famil Limit 1 Per Family Limit I Per Family
General Mills Betty Crocker Folger's
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Creme Cheese 8 oz 55'
Wool
Coffee Creamer iloz 76'
Lost Week's Irene Pool












Head Of Landmark To
Speak To Journalists
John H. Colburn, president
of Landmark Community
Newspapers, Inc., of
Shelbyville, will be the guest
speaker at a meeting of the
Murray State University
chapter of The Society of
Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi, on Monday
evening, Dec. 13.
His presentation during the
meeting to begin at 7 p. m. in





chapter president, urged all
members to attend.
Colburn, who is also
president • of the News-
Enterprise, an Elizabethtown
daily newspaper, is well
known as a journalism lec-
turer. He has been the
recipient of several jour-
nalism awards for service and
for his work in support of
freedom of information.
His professional
background includes work as
an editor and publisher,
managing editor, executive
editor and general executive
with the Associated Press, and
war correspondent in Europe
during World War II. He
began his carter as a cub
reporter-copy boy with the
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch in
1930.
The Ohio native joined
Landmark Communications,
Norfolk, Va., in 1972 as the
vice-president for corporate
development. That firm is the
parent company for
newspaper operations in
Norfolk and Roanoke, Va.,





operates 14 weekly and semi-
weekly newspapers in Ken-
tucky, Indiana, Maryland, and
Virginia. It also operates six
plants where commercial
work includes the printing of
more than 50 weekly
newspapers.
Powers Steps Up Battle
Against Death Penalty
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
As the time nears for General
Assembly action on the death
penalty, state Sen. Georgia
Davis Powers D-Louisville, is
stepping up her campaign
against it.
She wants capital punish-
ment outlawed and those
convicted of major crimes to
be given life imprisonment
without parole.
-But she admitted Tuesday,
"my proposal doesn't have
much of a chance. However,
the General Assembly will
have an alternative to con-
sider when it takes up the
subject of capital punish-
ment."
Gov. Julian Carroll has
asked the legislature to
rewrite the death penalty
statute so that it will conform
with guidelines supplied in
recent U.S. Supreme Court
decisions.
The governor said he did so
because he believes the
—people feel the way I do.
Capital punishment Is a
regretful but necessary means
to protect the innocent."
Sen. Powers disagrees.
"I feel that 'capital
punishment as dispensed now
is not justice or just," she
said. "The more affluent and
those who are white find some




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky House is
expected to approve
legislation this week creating
a I2ew mine -safety program,
developed after 26 men died in
two underground explosions
last spring.
The House Agriculture and
Natural Resources Committee
approved .,the legislatton
Tuesday with no substantial
changes. The two Senate bills
havealready passed the upper
chamber.
They are not expected to run
into any difficulty in the House
this week, but Rep. Glenn
Freeman, D-Cumberland,
said Tuesday that he will try
to change one section of the
proposed statutes "to make it
mote meaningful."
The proposals were
developed by the Kentucky
- Deep Mining Safety Com-
mission, appointed by Gov.
Julian Carroll last March in
, the wake of two explosions in
the Scotia Coal Co. mine in
Letcher County.
As approved by the Huse
committee, the legislation
would create a force of mine
safety analysts to observe
miners' work habits .and
working conditions.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky I,ake, 7 a. m.
354.1, down 0.3.
Below darn 302.9, up 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.1,
no change. .
Below darn 303.3, down. 4.3.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:47.
Moon rises 5:49 p. m.. sets
Wednesday 8.20 a. m.
sentence. That is why we have
so many blacks and so many
poor people on death row."
She further contends that
some states have abolished
executions and "there has not
been a noticeable increase in
crime, we should be dealing in
cause and not retribution." -
Sen. Powers said she hasn't
expressed her viewpoint to the
governor "nor has he com-
municated his to me. Anyway,
we are at opposite ends of the
spectrum."
After making an informal
survey of the Senate, Mrs.
Powers said She fcitind- that
"the majority seem to go
along with the governor's
position on this."
013,ut, she asserted, when the
time comes to vote on the





. Six counselor educators at
Murray State University •
attended a workshop meeting
sponsored by the West Ken-
tucky Personnel and Guidance
Association ( WKPGA ) at
Madisonville State Vocational
7
 echnical School Dec. 3.
They are: Dr. Mary Frank
Valentine, Dr. Tom Holcomb,
Dr. Ben Humphreys, Dr.
Lowell. Lotto, Dr. Tom
Wagner, and Robert Rowan.
A principal topic of
discussion during the meeting
was new legislative action
which may make available
national funds for guidance-
related activities in school
systems.
During a workshop session,
work was begun on a WKPGA
Handbook in which members
will share ideas, talents, and.
problems of the counseling
profession.
Jimmie Whitledge, director
of the Madisonville State
Vocational Technical School
Health Occupations Annex,
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LITTLE MAN BATTLING—Glen Dole Olive (33), though outsized considerably, battles inside
with 6-3 Greg Schwinghammer. Others in the picture include Mike Wells (45), George Phelps
(55), Tommy Futrell (43), Jimmy Lamb (41), and Monty Moss (12).
(Staff Photo by Barry Draw)
Delay Strategy Pays Well As
Utah Stuns Nevada-Las Vegas
By HANK LOWENKRON
AP Sports Writer
It was not a move to please
the hometown fans, but it




Las Vegas with five minutes
left in the first half when
Coach Jerry Pinun had his
team go into a stall.
"We wonted a 10-point lead
going into the half and also we
wanted to save our starters
from fouling out," Pimm said
after Utah knocked the
, visitors from the unbeaten
ranks with a 100-96 upset
Tuesday night.
"We put three of our star-
ters on the bench and went
into our four-corners offense.
It worked and we went into the
locker room with a 14-point
lead," said Pinun. -
The lead widened to 60-39
early in the second half before
the Rebels rallied and cut
their deficit to 97-96. Then,
Earl Williams, one of the
starters Pinun saved, hit a
three-point play with five
seconds left.
Seventh-rated Notre Dame,
an easy 105-78 winner over
Northwestern, was the only.
other member of the Top Ten
in action.
Two members of the U.S.
Olympic gold medal team
were opponents as Duke
defeated 15th-rated Tennessee
81-78 with guard Tate Arm-
strong of Duke making things
rough for fellow. Olympian
Ernie Grunfield with 29 points.
Grunfeld scored 21 points,
including a string of seven, in
the second half that made the
game close.
Syracuse, No. 20; handled
previously unbeaten Boston
College 67-54. The Orangemen
brought their record to 4-1
with a balanced scoring at-
7,711117211VVIT22177M7112171712V7/721it1
Give Her A Lasting
it Gift of Health & Beauty...
United Figure Salon
Gift Certificates
I Be Sure To Order By December 17)
Dixieland Center, Chestnut 753-6881
mzutattaitaztattattattattraattaa
4
tack, paced by Roosevelt
Bouie's 15 points. Tom
Meggers led 3-1 Boston
College with 17 points.
Other action involving
major colleges included:
Purdue over Indiana State,
Ind., 82-68; Penn State over
Muhlenberg 6446; Xavier
over Thomas More 72-70, and
Columbia over Connecticut 72-
71.
Meanwhile, Coach Shelby
Metcalf recorded his 200th
career victory as Texas A&M
defeated Sam Houston State
100-83.
Also, West Virginia rolled
over Duquesne 97-82; Toledo
beat Missouri 63-59; St.
Peter's rallied for a 75-60
decision over George
Washington; Rice pounded the
University of North Carolina-
Greensboro 90-65; and in a
doubleheader at the Palestra,
it was St. Joseph's, Pa. 74-70
over Lafayette and Penn over
Virginia 68-64.
Jeff Jones sparked 2-1 Utah
with 20 points and 15 assists,
while Buster Matheney added
23 points and Jeff Judkins
contributed 21. Eddie Owens
had 31 points for Nevada-Las
Vegas.
Notre Dame outrebounded
the Wildcats 52-30 in raising its
record to 4-0. The Irish hit
on 40 of 64 shots from the field.
Don Williams and Bill Paterno
fired over Northwestern's






7:00 P.M. Thursday, December 9, 1976
At West Kentucky Livestock Show And Exposition Center,
College Farm Road, Murray
The Meeting Will Deal With Combine Designs,
Preventive Maintenance, and Combine




Calloway Co. Adult Farmer Program, Murray Vocational Center
For More Information Call
Jamie Poffs at 753-1870 or ,
Don Chapman or Charles Roberts at 753-2215
Refreshments will be served!
Purchase
EQUIPMENT CO. INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 753-1215
Last-Period Splurge By
Marshals Sinks !Akers
By Barry William Drew
Ledger & Times Staff Writer'
It has been said that when
things are going well they are
going very well, most of the
time, and when things are
going badly they are going
very badly. These two states
of being have a way of
replacing one another very
quickly.
Such was the case when the
The Marshall lead continued
to grow and at 1:42 remaining
in the game they had _the_
Lakers behind by 19 and not a
whole lot of time to make up
the difference.
After a Marshall time-out at
1:18 following a couple of late
Laker scores the Marshals
cruised the-rest of the way to
finish out the evening with a
79-62 victory.
The Lakers dropped to 4-3 on
the season while the Marshals
have won both of their games.
and stand at 24.
Coach Robert Slone was
pleased with some aspects of
the game; even in defeat. "We
just couldn't seem to sustain
anything in the second half. Of
course I'll remember the bad
things that we did tonight, but
there were some bright spots
to Marshall 79-62 after playing 
a fairly even first half which
ended at 25-20 Calloway.
First half action seemed to
indicate that the Lakers could
play ball with the Marshals.
The action indicated that the
team that would pull it out
would make the Ofewest
mistakes. Turnovers ham-
pered the takers while the
Marshalls couldn't find the
range to the basket.
Calloway out defensed the
Marshals in the first half and
the Marshals contributed to
the mistakes by not being able
to put the ball in the bucket
when they had the op-
portunity. •
Action in the first quarter
found both teams staying
almost even with the Marshall
County team coming out on
top 13-12, but a one point lead
at the end of the first quarter
is not much to worry about.
Both teams traded baskets,
and mistakes, on an even
basis during the second
period. At 6:22 pf the second
quarter they were both locked
into a score of 20 all.
Mistake:3 followed mistakes
as both teams hit a dry spell
alternately turning the ball
over and missing op-
portunities to score. They dry
spell basted down to the 2:28
point when Tommy Futrell
went to the line and put two
through the hoop to push
Calloway out 23-20.
Mike Wells followed Futrell
to the charity stripe and nailed -
both of his free throws to make
the score 25-20 at the half.
"If the first half we just
  couldn't seem to find the
basket and their defense did a
good job on us. We knew that
we could play ball with them if
we could just settle down and
not make mistakes" Marshall
coach Rick Leeper said.
"When we went to the locker
room at the halftime I told
them to settle down and play
the kind of game that they
knew they could play" Leeper
continued.
Coach Leeper must have
reminded his team that they
could, indeed, play a different
kind of game. In the second
half the Marshals came back
and did just that.
The second half got un-
derway with Calloway con-
trolling the tip and quickly
losing the ball out of bounds to
Marshall.
When Coach Robert Slone
called time-out at 5:28 in the
third quarter the Marshals
had bounced back to lead the
Lakers 35-31, a lead that they
would not surrender
throughout the second half.
Marshall took a time-out at
2:34 with the score at 40-31,
five more points for the
Marshals and they dry spell
continuing for the Lakers.
ay Racers Tonight
Calloway Co Lakers and
trinletMarstit 2 Ma Marshall It: Tall Missouri Southern






"When we lost that ball out
of bounds at the beginning of
the second half I kind of felt
we were in for trouble, we
just couldn't make many
mistakes against a team of
this caliber" Laker assistant
coach Clayton Hargrove said.
"We just _made, too many
mistakes!"
The clock wound down and
third quarter action ended
with the Marshals sitting on
top of a 44-35 lead with eight
minutes of basketball left to
play.
Fourth quarter play saw the
Marshals continue to support
a nine-point lead. Calloway
pressed and the Marshals
seemed to be able to break the
Laker press and contend with
the Calloway man to man
defense when the Lakers went
with it.
At 5:18 the Lakers had fallen
behind by 11 and the Marshals
continued to Pour it dri'
MurraY,State's Racers, 2-2 after an 85-70 victory over
Butler SaturNcnig,ht, will play Missouri Southern at Murray
tonight. Game fte will be 7:30 p. m. There will be no
preliminary game.
Missouri Southern, who • t Murray 78-73 last season, is 3-
1 for the year. The lions beaten Midwestern 77-75,
Southwest Baptist 91-75, and Avilii-*-54 and lost to Missouri
Western 67-60.
Much of the Lions' scoring punch this Sepson has come
from 6-10 center Russell Bland, who is averagthg7 points a
game. He's also the team's leading rebounder with, J4.5 a
game. Bland is 4 junior college All-America, playing hishrst
season at Missouri Southern.
The other Lion starters and their scoring averages are 6-5
Mike Goodpaster (10.0) and 6-9 Tom Maxwell (11.0), for-
wards, and 6-4 Kevin Pepper (6.0) and 6-3 Bob Corn (5.5),
guards.
Murray coach Fred Overton said his team ran and shot
well and played with spirit and excitement against Butler but
still needed to work on execution. "I think we can be a good
team when we get our offensive and defensive patterns down
better, and I think the guys are willing to work toward that
end," Overton said. "Our teamwork has been good all
season, and we have the speed and ball handling to move the
ball. But we've got to get ready for those tough teams on our
schedule who will take our running game away from us.
Thata-whan -we'll have to have a patterned offense and a
solid defense."
Grover Woolard continues to pace the Racers in scoring
with 20 points a game but he's being pushed by Mike Muff.
who has 19.8. Muff had 32 points against. Butler. Donell
Wilson has averaged 11.3 points, John Randall 12.0, Jimmy
Warren 6.3, and Zach Blasingame 6.0.
As a team, the Racers have averaged 77.5 points and 42.8
rebounds to their opponents' 84.5 points and 42 rebounds.
Following the Missouri Southern 'game, the Racers will
play Arkansas College Saturday, Roosevelt next •Monday,
Troy State Dec. 15 and Livingston State Dec. 18. All the
games will be at Murray.
In the game as far as we are
concerned. The season is
young and Lththk that we can
iron out our difficulties" Slone
commented.
Marshall coach Rick Leeper
said "I just told the boys to go
out, relax, and play the kind of
basketball that theylmow they
can play." Evidently the
Marshals heard every word
that he said because when
things are going well, chances
are they are going very well.
Marshall County did well in
the second half, very well.
Meanwhile, the takers will
try to get beek-en-the whining
track Friday by hosting a tall








Lamb lb 5 433
Darnell 3 0 4 6
Futrell 4 2 2 10
McCallon 3 1 4 7
Totals: 26 10 111 62
MIACIIIALL
fg ft M tp
Phelps 6 6 1 16
Schningharnmer 15 3 3 33
Sctutper 5 0 4 10
Moss  . 2 6 4 10
Sample 4 0 3 II
Totals: 32 15 15 79
Collm 12 13 10 27-12
13 • 211 33-79
FROM CENTERFIELD— Tommy Futrell (23) of the Laker* fires
up a long jump shot while three Marshals watch the action.
They include Larry Schaper (34), Greg Sdiwinghammer (22)
and George Phelps (55).
ate MI0111 by &wry Drew)
I flannel
fashion
classic flannel plaids for to-
days leisure scene. tailored
4 with 2 matching pockets and?\,,\
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McAdoo Scores 42 Points And
Gets 29 Rebounds In Defeat
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Bob McAdoo's latest effort





placed on the trading block by
Buffalo Braves owner Paul
Snyder, scored a season-high
42 points and grabbed a team-
record 29 rebounds in a 107-103
loss to the Indiana Pacers
Tuesday night.
It was an incredible per-
formance in light of the off-
court maelstrom which began
with Snyder's statement
Monday that since he could
not sign McAdoo to a new long-
term contract after offering
Prep Grid Poll
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Here are the voting break
downs in the final Associated
Press high school football poll
of the 1976 season:
Jeff Co AAAA
1.Trinity 14-0051) 50
1St. Xavier OM/ 44
3.Seneca (12-1) 41
4.Bishop David 110-2) 35
5.Pleasure Ridge (9-3) 24
State AAAA
I.Henderson Co. (14-1)(15) 150
2.Bowling Green (12-1) 132
3.Lex. Tates Creek (10-4) 118
4.Ashland (9-3) 101
5.Lex. Lafayette (9-2) 49
State AAA
1.Erlanger Lloyd 14-0)(15) 150
2.Shelby Co. (10-4i 121
3.Danville (10-2) 112
4.Franklin-Simpson i9-31 98
5.Newport Cath (9-2i 88
State AA
I.Corbin i11-1)(15i 150
2.Mayfield (12-2) - 128
3.Murray (9-1) 122
4.Bardstown (11-1) 97
5.Scott Co. (10-2) 92
State A
1.Ft. Campbell (12-11(15) 150
2.Harrodsburg (10-2) 129
3. Paintsville ( 10-21 111





Beechwood 78, 'Silver Grove
73
Ripley, Ohio 93, Augusta 73
kleath 62, Fulton County 56' -.
Hickman County 46, Fancy
Farm 34
Ballard Memorial 70, Lone
Oak 65
Fulton City 76, Cuba 61
Lowes 94, Farmington 48
Murray 96. Carlisle County 77
.Todd Central 71, Olmstead 54
Marshall County 79, Calloway
County 62
Riedland 87, Lyon County 82
Caldwell County 73, Liv-
ingston Central 66
Russellville 65, Fort Camp-
bell 43
Lewisburg 84, Graham 82
Ashland 92, Greenup County
35
$500,000 a year, he was going
to trade the 6-foot-10 forward.
Snyder had said he would
announce McAdoo's
destination — New York and
Seattle are the frontrunners —
at 10 am. Tuesday. That time
carne and went, and when the
Braves took the court against
Indiana Tuesday night,
McAdoo was still wearing his
familiar No. 11.
He gave those involved in
the trade talks something to,
think about with his spec-
tacular effort against the
Pacers.
In other NBA games
Tuesday night, the Portland
Trail Blazers routed the New
York Knicks 111-94, the
Chicago Bulls beat the Los
Angeles Lakers 89-81, the New
Orleans Jazz defeated the
Seattle Super§onics 110-98,Slie
Denver Nuggets topped the
Milwaukee Bucks 122-115 and
the Golden State Warriors
beat the Cleveland Cavaliers
120104.
Dave Robisch scored six
points down the stretch to pull
the game out for the Pacers
and take some of the glitter off
McAdoo's effort.
Steve Green led the Pacers
with 24 points and Robisch had
20. Both are reserves who hit
their season highs.
One Of Fastest
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
The Red Mile track is one of
the three fastest in the nation,
according to the U.S. Trotting
Association.
The association Tuesday
gave the Red Mile a 2:01 2-5
rating, tying it with Wolverine
Raceway in Livonia, Mich.,
and Meadowlands in East
Rutherford, N.J.
UP IN ARMS—tvorybody is up in arms, chasing after this
missed sitot. Laken its tin picture include Mike Wells (45),
Jimmy Lamb (41), Marc Darnell (55) while Marshals include
George Phelps (55), Greg Schwinghommer (22), Monty Moss
(15) and Lorry Schapar (34).
Bullitt Central 61, Taylors-
ville 41
Hazel Green Academy 96,
Morgan County 64
Mt. Olivet Deming 56, Brack-
en County 52
Edrnonson County 52, Cav-
erna 42
Grayson County 79, Butler
County 69
.Harrison County 83, Pend-
leton County 42
Warren -.Central 71, Warren
East 63
Pine Knot 82, Monticello 60
Wayne County 57, McCreary
County 51
Clark County 58, Liiiington
Bryan Station 54
Mason County 100, NichoN .
County 40
Lexington Henry Clay 67,
Maysville 54
Lexington Catholic 83, Wood-
ford County 71




Laurel County 83, Harlan 55
Harrodsburg 72, Boyle County
71
Lincoln County 68, Danville
67
Henderson County 68, Web-
ster County 58
Bath County 64, Paris 60
Raceland 53, Ashland Holy
Family 44
Dayton 89, Covington Latin 44



















2" FREE 0 0 9 5 rri
INSTALLATION
instant communication at an economy prical Five
watts: 23 channel lighted dial, large, clear 4" speaker.
Large S/RF meter shows power output and incoming
:,_signal strength. Separate automatic noise limiter switch





Foldaway portable for use anywhere. Holds
wedge, tubular, irregular shapes. 79-001
Van -Speed
17Circular SAW99 3Rei8r Drillrsible 2488
%.0Big 1.25-hp motor, eas Drills into any material;
bevel and depth adjust- t.drives and removes screws.
ments. Sawdust chute 7399 uoler-eductiongears.7190
fNi N, 
100% solid state. Pre-set VHF fine
tuning, set and forget volume, click
-in UHF and VHF tuning. Earphone,
2 antennas. XB25 1 1RW
t Stott Photo by Berry Dye.)
Georgia Edges Troy State And
Tennessee Upset In SEC Play
tsy I he Associated Press
Georgia's victory was little
better than Tennessee's loss
Tuesday night in a limited
scheduled of Southeastern
Conference basketball.
"Right now, most of us guys
haven't played together," said
Walter Daniels, who provided
most of the offense in
Georgia's 64-57 victory over
Division II Troy State. "I'm
serious. We'll be up to par.
We're not playing near what
we're capable of."
"You can't give up as many
points in transition as we did,"
Tennessee Coach Stu Aber-





Mississippi at Tulane and
Niagara at Louisiana State.
Aberdeen conceded that
the Blue Devils "played
match-up defense prety well."
The Vols' Bernard King,
who got 18 points in his first
game after a six-week
suspension, was held to just
four in the second half after
the Blue Devils tightened their
zone in the lane. Mike Jackson
led the Vols with 22. Tate
Armstrong was high for Duke
with 29 points.
Even though a victor,
Georgia Coach John Guthrie
was far from satisfied — and
he warned of trouble ahead
when the Bulldogs get into
SEC play.
"I realize things are going to
get rougher," Guthrie said. "I
said before. We're going to
have to claw and scratch for
everything we get, and I'm not
going to change that now."
Troy State "is no Alabama
or Kentucky," two of the
tpurghest SEC teams, d'u/hcke
said. "But they were our foe'
tonight and they were right
tough. They've got a good
ballclub. I'm just glad to have
the.win." -
The Trojans were tough
enough to force Georgia to'
play come-from-behind
basketball.
TlLiulldgos trailed by six
in the first half, and led by
Daniels, who got 18 points, -
pulled to a 30-26 lead at in-
termission.
They dropped back 53-47 in
the second stanza before
freshman I.avor Mercer
scored six of Georgia's ,12
consecutive points to put the
Bulldogs ahead.
Mercer also blocked five
shots and got 12 rebounds.
Carl Hollis led Troy State
with 16 points.
Authentic reproduction al the antique Pilrar and Scroll
clocks first designed in the 1800's. Hand-finished
grained woodtone cabinet, covered bridge dial. Hinged
front crystal door opens for easy time setting. And it's
18" tall—perfect for table or mantel_
rewillate.
HARDWARE STORE
your local hardware merc qt with national
chi c.,iying power. We buy for less, can sell for less
Brews as few as 2 cups or as
many as 8, each cup in less
than .60 seconds. Filters out
sediment, bitterness. 5966
Makes thin, delicate crepes for appett
zers, entree, dessert. Just dip in batter,
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For Kneading Bread 1\ I
Dough hooks tor bread, regular
beaters for other mixing needs.
Maintains speed even in -heavy
batter. With 2 bowls. 1 71
Personal 2 Flip-Flash Camas
With direct viewfinder, optical quality
lens. Uses Flip-Flesb bulbs. cartridge











Taxwise - Timewise - Moneywise
Place your order for a Steiger tractor do it before the end of the year as a tax savings.
Our Steiger Waiver of Interest program will save you still more money (Act now as this is
a limited offer)
Steiger helps you save valuable time, and increases you? crop yield, to boot.
Come in today!
Now they're here for you
to see! The all-new Steiger
four-wheel drive tractors.
More power, easier han-
dling and more comfort.
You get a choice of nine
models ranging from 210
to 325 hp . . . Cummins or
Cat diesels . . . inline 6's
and V-8's. And now,
heater, air conditioner and
AM/FM stereo radio and
tape are standard on all
models.
Climb Up and get the
feel of a new Steiger. Ask
for a test drive now.
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION..
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 & SEDAUA ROAD - MAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:00 P.M. PHONE 753-7452
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ALL ALONE—Fronk Gilliam of the Tigers moves inside for on
easy basket against Carlisle County. Gilliam, who scored 24 in
the Tigers' 87-76 win over Tilghman last Friday, fired in 11
points against the Comets.
SAME TEAM—Richie Richardson (30) and Lindsey Hudspeth
(32) of the Tigers battle for e rebound while Kenny Martin (21)
and Tim Mathis (13) of the Comets watch. Richardson scored
10 points for Murray while Hudspeth added eight.
•
-GILMORE" STRIKES—Denise "Gilmore" lipmphis shoots
over a Carlisle County player for two points. limpid: scored
20 points for the Tiger girls. Moving in for rebound position is
senior forward Mary Ann Littleton (31) of the Tigers.
TWO FOR TAMMY—Senior forward Tommy Boone of the
Tigers puts up O shot for two of her 10 points Tuesday night.
The Tiger girls fell 49-44 to the top-ranked Carlisle County
club.
Tiger Boys Romp Comets, Tiger Girls Lose 49-44
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Carlisle County basketball
coach Ray Wilson knew what
his team had to do to beat
Murray High Tuesday night.
"We can't let Raymond
Sims pass the ball into the shot
area. If he can penetrate and
deal the ball off to Lindsey
Hudspeth or Frank Gilliam,
they'll hit 11 out of 12 like
Gilliam did against Paducah
Tilghman last Friday,"
Wilson said in a pre-game
interview.
Part of the strategy worked.
Sims didn't penetrate the
middle. The other part failed
and that's how Carlisle County
got blasted 96-77 by Murray
High.
Instead of penetrating the
middle, Sims penetrated the
Mirkilt) rif_lbeltasket with tit
dead-eye shooting from as far
away as 25 feet.
By the time he left the game
with about five minutes left in
the final period, he had fired in
40 points in one of the most
awesome offensive shows put
on by a guard in the First
Region in many years.
He was simply un-
believable. By halftime, he
had racked up 18 points as he
was consistently burning the
net from 15 to 20 feet. And by
halftime, the Tigers held a 45-
35 lead.
In the first minute of the
second half, the Comets
outscored the Tigers 4-2 and
Murray led only 47-39 with
6:54 remaining in the period.
Then Sims started what was
to be one of the most im-
pressive quarters ever put on
by an individual.
He bagged a 15-foot jumper
from the corner then followed
with a 20-footer from the right
corner. Junior forward Willie
Perry then scored on a fast-
break and the Tigers held a 53-
39 lead.
At one point in the third
period, Sims connected on six
consecutive jumpers, all from
the long range. And he hit all
of them with a pair of Comet
hands in his face.
By the end of the third
period, Sims had chalked up 17
more points to give him 35 on
the night and the Tigers held a
whopping 73-52 bulge going
into the final quarter.
"We cut it down to eight in
the third quarter but we just
couldn't get any concentration
going on our offense. If you
can pick out one player as
beating you, Sims sure did.
He's just a super ..player,"
Wilson said.
Sims bagged three free
throws and a 25-footer_early in
the fourth period before being
taken from the game to the
tune of a roaring ovation.
He was just four points shy
of the Murray High record of
44 held by Robert Glin Jeffrey,
Robert Lee and Richard Hurt.
"I didn't know until I had
taken him out how many
points he had," Tiger Coach
Cary Miller said.
"He had just a super game.
He's capable of scoring any
time he gets his hands on the
ball. All the shots he took were
good shots.
"He had a lot of help from
his teammates. He had a lot of
fine passes which he con-
verted into baskets," Miller
said.
Only four of the 16 field
goals Were from inside while
the other 12 were all from way
out in leftfield. Qn the night,
he canned 16 of 25 fielders.
The lead see-sawed early in
the game and Murray did not
take the upper hand for good
RED-HOT—Raymond "The Skate" Sims fires in two points
from time long range in the third quarter where he exploded for
17 of his game-high 40 points. Sims missed • Tiger school
record by only four points.
(Staff PUN. by MU Itrandea)
until when with 1:54 left in the
opening frame, Hudspeth stole
a pass of the press and fed to
Richie Richardson on the
break to make it a 14-13 Tiger
lead.
Sims hit for four consecutive
points, Bill McHugh scored on
a break and Sims scored
another pair and the Tigers
held a 22-13 cushion before the
Comets' Kenny Martin hit two
free throws with no time left
on the first quarter clock.
.Carlisle County stayed
fairly close in the second
period as the Tigers could
stretch the lead no farther
than 11 points and settled for
the 45-35 intermission cushion.
Although Sims was having
an awesome third quarter,
Miller 'sild another phase of
the game was perhaps the key
in the Tigers' pulling away in
the period.
wasn't happy with our
defense in the first half. We let,
them score too many easy
baskets and we weren't
making them work very hard
on offense.
"In the third quarter, I felt
we played much better
defense and , we got them to
play our game," Miller said.
The Tigers were able to use
Sims' hot hand plus the
fastbreak to make the game a
rout. In the final period, the
Tigers pushed the lead out to
29 at 91-62 as Kerry Thompson
hit from under with 3:08 left to
•
play. when a team has that much
-We've worked awfully
hard on getting the ball out on
the break," Miller said.
"The group of kids we have
are all good ballhandlers and
that really helps. The one
thing I was not happy about
was Mir fouls. We had 30 fouls
in the game, of course, some
of those came in the last
quarter after welgicl taken out
oUr starters," the Tiger coach
added.
.„Comet Coach Ray Wilson.
said the Murray High
quickness bothered his club.
-I wouldn't say the press
really killed us," Wilson said.
-They are a quick club and
do so many things well. You
can't _make many mistakes
Tiger Girls Watch Five-Point Lead
Fade In
experience and quickness.
"I just don't think we were
ready to play ball. A couple of
times we showed signs of
-coming to life but we just
could never get over the
hump," Wilson added.
Besides Sims, three other
Tigers hit in twin figures as
McHugh, who sat out much of
the game because of foul
trouble, hit for 12 while
Gilliam added 11 and
Richardson 10.
Kenny Martin paced the
Comets with 17 points.
Carlisle County falls to 3-4
on the season and will play at
Warren Central Saturday.
Meanwhile, the Tigers are 3-
0 and will face perhaps their
toughest task of the season
next Tuesday when they go on
the road to play a powerful, 8-1
Symsonia club.
Last year, the Tigers ended
a perfect 10-0 Symsonia start
by whipping the Rough Riders
at Murray then a month later,
the 'Nem walloped Symsonia
on the Rough Riders' home
court.
The contest should be one of
the top games this season in
the Region.
Final Two Minutes Of Game
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger-dkTimes Sports Editor




However, none of the
Murray High girls' players
were exactly in tears Tuesday
night after losing a heart-
breaking 49-44 contest to top-
ranked Carlisle County.
—It was the ninth game of
the season for Carlisle County.
It was only the second for the
Tigers.
—There's no need to cry
About losing to the best team
in the Region.
—Why no tears? Because
the two teams are going to
play again a week from
Box Scores
Cseltsle Coon,
fg ft pf tp
L. Petrie 3  4 0 10
Ramtx,  0 2T
Terry   1 4 5 6
Bean  3 1 4 7
Henshaw 2 2 4 6
Huddleston 5 0 1 10
-Jones 2 0 2 4
Hogancarn p 1 0 2 • 2
S. Petrie 1 0 2 2
Totals 18 13 21 49
Illhormy Nigh
fg ft pf tp
Boone 4 '' 5 10
Littleton .   1 4 5 6
Burnphis . . 10 0 3 20
Farrell ..   0 0 2 0
Washer  0 0 2 0
Miller 1 0 1 2
Russell. 1 2 1 4
Williams  1 0 3 2
Totals 18 8 22 44
Carlisle 6 12 8. It 49




Martin 5 7 3 17
Hays 1 3 7
Wilson 5 5
Kati's 1 0 1 2
Nelson. 33 1 8
Gore  ItO 2 12
Allen ' 1 ' 4
Hoskins + 2 ' 8
Hogancamp 1 1 2





fg ft pf tp
Sims..,16 8 3 40
McHugh.. . 5 2 3 12
B. Harcourt 0 1 5 I
Gillis' m   5 1 4 11
Richardson 5 0 3 10
Hudspeth .  4 0 3 8
C. Harcourt 2 0 4 4
Kursatt . .  0 1 1 1
Tompson. 1 0 1 2
2 1 1 5









points by hitting two free
throws with 20 seconds left in
the contest.
"We were worried about
Murray High. In the first half,
we got- our two girls
(Henshaw and Anita Terry
into foul trouble and we Just
couldn't stop Bum-phis,"
• Coach Petrie said.
1' 20 ..17 "Murray cimtrolled the5 .-
22 23 'ze 96 tenipo of the game and took
Thursday.
When the two rhibs meet
again, it will be in the Laker
Invitational Christmas
Tournament at Calloway
County. And the winner of that
game will move into the
championship contest of the
tourney and have a 'shot at
winhing a nice first-place
trophy.
Almost needless to say, the
Tiger girls will have sorn(
added incentive the next. time
they face the Comets..
It appeared Murray had the
game all wrapped up in the
win colum\- With 2:36 left in
the contesCKrista Russell hit
two Wee throws to boost
Murray High into a 44-41 lead.
That was the last time the
Tigers scored.
"We hadn't done anything,"
Comet Coach Bob Petrie said.
- -"I looked up at the clock
when Murray took a timeout
with 1:48 left in the game and
we were still behind 44-41. I
told our kids we were going to
have to start playing."
The Comet girls followed the
instructions well.
With 1:25 left in the game,
Laura Petrie, one of the top
players in the Region, hit a
short jumper and the Tigers
led by just one point.
Murray took the ball down
the court and worked it inside
to center Denise Bumphis who
fired up a short shot and
watched it fall off the side of
the rim. Bumphis grabbed the
rebound and put up another
shot, it too just missing the
mark.
Carlisle got off a quick shot
that fell off but 6-0 center
Loren Henshaw put back the
rebound and with 1:12 left, the
Comets led 45-44.
Murray lost the ball on the
press and Carlisle again
scored, Henshaw hitting f:om
under and it was 47-44 with
only 42 seconds left.
The Tigers missed two more
shots before Laura !Wile
away our running offense.
Then in the last two minutes,
we started playing our type of
ball." ,
Bumphis fired in 20 points to
lead all scorers in the game
while teammate Tammy
Boone added 10 before fouling
out in the final seconds.
For the Comets, Trudy
Huddleston and Petrie tossed
iii 10 points. Petrie's 10 was far
below her average.
"Laura has a real bad ankle
and it just hasn't had a chance
to get wen. We played
Saturday night and then again
Monday," Coach Petrie ad-
ded.
The first half was quite
sloppy. Carlisle led just 6-4 at
the end of the first period and
at intermission, the Comet
girls held a slim 18-16 edge.
Murray's first lead of the
second half came with 4:58 left
in the third period when
Bumphis hit from under to
give the Tigers a 22-20 edge.
Boone then hit from under and
forward Mary Ann Littleton
notched two iree throws to
make it a 26-20 game. Fc4the
remainder of the period, the
teams played on even terms
and Murray led 32-26 going
into the last quarter.
Three times in the final
period, the lead changed
hands before the Comets
spurted in the final two
minutes for the victory.
"We played a real good
defensive game," Tiger Coach
Jane Fitch said.
"We hustled all the time. We
had a lot of good shots in the
final three or four minutes but
they just didn't go in.
"Bumphis had a tremen-
dous game. She wasn't able to
come to school Monday and I
really didn't lsc2w if she'd feel
like playing tonight.
"We got a good effort out of
all cur kids. We are certainly
looking forward to playing
Carlisle County again next
week," Fitch added.
Murray lost the game from
the free throw line, hitting just
eight of 24 while the Comets
connected on 13 of 25.
Murray is now 1-1 for the
season and will be idle until
they play the Cotbets again.
Meinwhile, the Comets are 8-1
on the it-ear and will try to get
revenge for their only loss
when they play at Paducah
Tilghman Thursday.
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Soviet Leaders Signal Readiness Talk To Carter
WASHINGTON I AP) —
Soviet leaders are signaling
publicly and privately their
readiness to talk business with
President-elect Carter on
three key issues, beginning
with the stalled negotiations
on limiting strategic arms.
U.S. officials reported
Tuesday that they have heard
from Moscow through in-
formal and indirect channels
that Leonid I. Brezhnev would
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strategic arms, referred to in,
the diplomatic jargon as SALT
—A complete nuclear test
ban treaty that would outlaw
underground nuclear weapons
explosions but would permit
certain blasts for strictly
peaceful purposes.
—An arrangement for the
removal of trade and credit
barriers between the two
superpowers.
U.S. authorities have ad-
vised friendly governments of
the soundings made by
Brezhnev and some of his
subordinates, according to
Western diplomats. These
soundings have been passed
on by the Ford administration
to the President-elect and
members of his transition
team, including Secretary of
State-designate Cyrus R.
Vance.
With the possible exception
of trading and credit
arrangements, U.S. officials
have told their allied
colleagues a SALT II pact and
a comprehensive nuclear test
ban treaty should be at-
tainable by the fall of 1977,
barring
developments.
The Soviet leadership has
used public as well as private
channels to get messages
through to Carter. Influential
Americans with links to
Carter had been asked to visit
Moscow before and after the
Nov. 2 election, not only to
satisfy the Kremlin's need to
know more about Carter but
also to convey Soviet thinking
to him.
Among these Americans
were W. Averell Harriman, a
group of 150 American
ome items not exact] as •ictureci





Retail $189.95 Our Reg. $144.9!


























Pie & Cake Pan, etc.
Decorative
New Rine Kit
This great %attic now features our
famous, top-quality Kentuck‘ lock.
with fully adjustable sear engage-
ment in flint or percussion, and
a r accurate 1-66'. twist. 451 rifled
barrel- a'


















































3 Shelf 12 x 36 37 5947
4 Shelf, 12 x 36 x 609247
5 Shelf 12 x 36 x 73
S1537
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Desired foe As wire
hoody, 600 watts,
2 weds et% brush 1
2 comb attachments
Model P0-600
an f or esee n.—busioessaien- —and a team ,Brezhnev himself of Moscow's
representing the U.S. branch, belief that a total nuclear test
of the United 'Nations ban treaty now is possible with
A300('Iation. some limited onsite inspectiOn
included
Sources said all were told of
Moscow's readiness to con-
clude a SALT II pact and to
develop trade. Harriman,
sources said, heard from
Brezhnev coupled these
assurances with a well-
advertised pledge that the
Soviet Union will do nothing
that could be construed as a
Country Ham Breakfast At Hardin Saturday
The monthly country ham Breakfast including country
breakfast will be served at the ham with all the trimmings
Hardin Senior Citizens Center will be served for $2.50 per
on Saturday, December 11, person, according to a
from six to ten a.m. spokesman for the center.
Remington
Radial Shaver
Engineered for optimum fit in the
hard to get places on a man's face.
Contoured head, full width hide-











Cleans where toothbrush can't reach Helps
prevent gum &seam, ttaating action
































Reg. 15.97 $4/ '199
challenge, or a test, of the new
Carter administration. This
pledge was given first to
Harriman, then was repeated
to Treasury Secretary
William E. Simon. On each
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Check Our Corning Ware
Cornflower & Spice of Life
at Discount Prices
Baker's Helper
9" Pie Pan, 2 qt. loaf
dish, 8" Square Cake Dish
1/2 Qt. Baking Dish.
Check Uncle Jeff's For
Irons, Electric Mixers, Slow
Cookers, Blenders, Coffee Makers,
Toaster Broilers
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Gov. Carroll Asked To Let Legislators
Cut Current Programs Where Needed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has been
asked to let legislators cut
current state programs
wherever needed to pay for
new requests for funds being
presented during the special
legislative session.




But Carroll indicated in a
press conference that he
wants the committee to find
out how much will be needed
before worrying about where
the money will come from.
"If you know what's
available you tend to spend too
much," Carroll said. "The
committee should be prin-
cipally concerned with what
the financial needs are first."
The committee spent
Monday and Tuesday
reviewing agency requests in
Carroll's executive budget for
the special session. Carroll
recommends appropriations
totaling about $15.4 million.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-
Danville, the committee
chairman, said the group will
take up proposals Thursday
for funding the new district
court system. No budget
hearings were scheduled
today.




director of Policy and
Joint Committee To Attempt To
Determine Number Of Judgeships
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A group
of state senators and representatives
will try to agreiThursday on how many
district judgeships will bu needed in
Kentucky's new lower court system.
The question is one of the most
controversial facing the special session
of the General Assembly, since the
district courts will replace existing
county and municipal courts on Jan. 1,
1978.
Thursday's joint meeting of the
House and Senate Judiciary-Courts
committees was arranged after several
legislators said it was fruitless for each
house to tackle the question on its own.
TO baCCO ontaastwaprov. makwammourak 
i Continued from Page 1)
tobacco sold at auction averaged $1.02
per pound in Kentucky. Farmers in the
20 producing counties received about
$11.7 million for about 11.5 million
pounds. Never before had dark-fired
tobacco reached an average of $1 a
pound, Ellis said.
The 1975 price average of 94 cents a
pound was considered awesome...
Farmers had been accustomed to
averages. of 40 and 50 cents a pound in
recent years.
Members of the western association
are supposed to pay the association one
per cent of total sales if they sell at the
barn. The eastern "barn" assessment
is one tialf of one per cent.
*Auction sales of dark air-cured
tobacco opened today at Mayfield and
will move to Murray tomorrow. Ellis
said that about a million pounds of the
leaf is expected to be marketed, at an
average of about $1 per pound.
This season's scramble by buyers to
get farmers to sign contracts before the
season begins may help the buyers to
reach their quotas, but it is costing
them.
"Instead of sending one man to the
warehouse to buy the tobacco, you have
to pay five or six guys to drive through
1611111111616661616
the countryside looking for the
tobacco...that's more expensive," said
Marvin.
Another repercussion of the system
may have even longer effects, he said
— a possible loss of foreign markets.
"When you are 5,000 miles away from
the market and you don't know how
much tobacco you are going to be able
to get or how much it's going to cost
you, then you will start looking around
for other markets," he said.
Marvin himself said his Holland
customer may start looking elsewhere
for his tobacco, such as Italy and
Afriba.
A loss of foreign demand would have
a disastrous effect on American
growers, he said. A reduction in
demand would be followed by lower
prices in coming years.
Asked if buyers are having to pay
farmers more for the crop at the barn
than they would have if they had wiiited
for warehouse sales, Marvin said he
didn't think so. "Who knows what it
would have brought on the floor."
Had buyers waited for the regular
sales, he said, they would have been
able to be more selective in their
buying, a privilege not possible under





111 C right size to tuck in your purse.
Here—your very own Wet Ones'
in a Porta-Pack. Just the
Because Wet Ones are great
for grown-ups, too. if you need to
freshen up after shopping or exercise
class ... if you work and want to freshen
up at the end of the day... just pop up a
Wet Ones moist kyvelette. And lets face I
it, kids aren't the only ones who get
.. messy... Wet Ones are for everyone.
Get your very own Porta-Pack today.
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"It is ridiculous for the Senate to
decide one number and the House
another," said Sen. David Kargenah,
Louisville. He said that would mean a
conference committee would decide the
issue in the final hours of the session.
Two bills have been introduced so far,
each calling for a different number of
district judges.
The administration version, in-
troduced in the House by Majority
Leader Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow,
would create 112 judgeships. The
judges' salaries would be $27,500 an-
nually.
Another measure introduced in the
Senate reflects the state Supreme
Court's recommendation that 123
district judgeships be created. Each
judge would be paid $30,000 yearly.
The chairmen of the House and
Senate committees are hopeful the gap
can be closed Thursday.
Meanwhile, a legislative committee
decided against recommending that no-
_ fault auto insurance be included in the
special session.
The joint Banking and Insurance
Committee, by a 9-7 vote, postponed
consideration of the issue until at least
the 1978 regular session.
A recent actuarial report on no-fault,
submitted to the state Insurance
Department, indicated that personal
injury insurance costs have risen 26 per
cent since no-fault went into effect on
July 1, 1975.
However, • Deputy Insurance Com-
missioner Jim Carigan told the com-
mittee that other factors, including
inflation, played a part in the increase.
He also said the law has not been in
effect long enough tic determine
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expects the committee to find
the $15.4 million he recom-
mends appropriating for
several agencies.
Duke said that in the
"General Fund there is suf-
ficient money to pay for the $4
million" of that amount that
would be recurring costs.
"The other, non-recurring
items would have to come
from non-recurring money —
either changes in capital
construction or other non-
recurring funds," Duke said.
Clarke said he believed the
legislators should be given
specific power to make such
changes.
"I'd like for you to carry a
message back to the gover-
nor," he told Duke. "I'd like to
suggest to the governor that
we be given explicit authority
to cut funds from any
program."
Carroll, however, said he
doesn't think it's time for the
committee to worry about
sources of funds.- "You find
out first what your needs are.
then try to find the revenues,"
he said.
Carroll's recommended
appropriations for the rest of
this fiscal year and the 1977-78
fiscal year include $9.1 million
for the Center for Energy
Research, $3 million for the
Department of Justice, $2.3
million for the Department of
Finance and Administration,
$500,000 for the Kentucky
Employes Retirement
System, $246,300 for the
governor's Contingency Fund,
.4139-„300 for the governor's
Council on Agriculture and




,We are the only prescription specialists in
Murray. As a result, your prescription is
our only concern, as it should be. We still
do, and always will, offer you more for
your prescription dollar.
"The Pharmacy With The Drive-In Window"












Help Us Decorate Our Christmas Tree
Color This Logo—.a
NORTH OFFICE
— Color This Logo
If
you're under 12
color our LOGO - bring it in to
People's Bank New North Office before
December 10th and exchange it for a shiny new
quarter. We'll use your decoration on our Christmas Tree. Offer
limIted to first 200 to bring in colored logo.





Negotiations To End Jefferson Co.
Teachers' Strike Slated To Resume
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Negotiations to end the ten-
day-old Jefferson County
teachers strike were
scheduled to resume today —
the first time since Sunday
that representatives of the
Board of Education and
striking teachers have met at
the bargaining table.
The Board of Education
meanwhile, in an effort to end
the strike by giving the public
"both sides of the story," has
disclosed details of its con-
tract talks with the Jefferson
County Teachers Association
(JCTA).
The board said Tuesday that
it was disregarding the wishes
of a federal mediator in
making the disclosures.
Agreement has been reached
with JCTA negotiators on 15
issues, including grievance
procedures and class sizes,
according to the board.
Also released were the
board's salary proposals,
under which an average
teacher's salary would in-
crease 9.85 per cent to $12,879,
the board said.
Supt. Ernest Grayson,
speaking on behalf of the
board at a news conference,
reiterated that the package,
which would cost $8.2 million,
represented the board's "final
offer."
In a statement released
after the board's action, the
JCTA said it was "very
disappointed" that the board
"saw fit to break the
agreement not to make public
specific contract items under
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Attack On Birds Held Up By
Lack Of Chemical Ammunition
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Only one thing has kept
Kentucky from launching
aerial chemical attacks on the
millions of blackbirds that
roost in the state for the
winter.
The chemicals have not
arrived. They should be in the
state by Thursday, however,
Agriculture Commissioner
Thomas Harris said Tuesday.
He said his department
would send trucks today to a
Lafayette, Ind., warehouse to
pick up the PA-14 detergent
used against the blackbird
flocks.
When the trucks return,
probably Thursday, the state
will be ready to act against the
four major roosts that already
have been certified for
spraying, he said.
The roosts, in Simpson,
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They have been certified by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, a necessary step
before the state can obtain the
PA-14.
The detergent is sprayed
from a helicopter when the
birds settle into a roost for the
night. It strips their feathers
of protective oils and they die
of exposure. Cold, wet
weather is needed for the
process.
To be certified, a roost must
have more than 500,000 birds
and be free of environmental
complications such as nearby
streams or water supplies.
It has been estimated that
more than 30 million black-
City Of Winchester
Acquitted On Charge
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
The City of Winchester has
been acquitted of charges that
a city police officer beat a
prisoner in August 1974.
A Clark Circuit Court jury
issued the ruling Tuesday.
Catsby White had alleged
that he was unlawfully
arrested in Winchester Police
Court during a dispute, taken
to the county jail, beaten and
robbed of $303.
He sued the city for $100,000




Dr. Eugene M. Schanbacher
of Murray presented a paper
on "Metric Education" at the
afternoon session of the
American Vocational
Association at Houston,
Texas, on Tuesday, December






practical arts fields is holding
Dr. Eugene Selaubeeber
Its annual convention in
Houston December 3 through
December 9.
Dr. Schanbacher, professor
In the Department of In-
dustrial Arts at Murray State
Universitai, has been engaged
in metric activities for the
past several years. In addition
to teaching metric classes, he
is serving as a metric speaker
through the National Bureau
of Standards and as a metric
consultant
birds fly south to Kentucky for
the winter.
They are hailed by northern
farmers because of their huge
appetites for insects. But in
Kentucky and surrounding
states where they spend the
winter, they plague famers by
eating large amounts of grain
in animal feedlots.
The huge flocks are also
blamed for transmitting
disease among feedlot hogs
and for the spread of
histoplasmosis, a human lung
disease.
"By the end of the week
we'll be ready to go," Harris
said. "Then it will just be the
weather."
Janet Elizabeth Gascoigne
of Jackson, Tenn., a clarinet
major at Murray State
University, will present her
senior recital on the campus
Friday, Dec. 10. Scheduled at
7 p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, the program
will include works by Widor,
Wagner, Stamitz, and Carl
Reinecke. Miss Gascoigne,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C. L Gascoigne, is a member
of the professional music
fraternity for women, Sigma
Alpha Iota, the MSU Or-
chestra, the Symphonic
Band, and the Wind Sin-
fonietta.
discussion" by negotiators.
"Such a breach of trust will
only hobble good-faith
negotiations which could well
lead to prolonging the strike,"
the JCTA said.
The teachers organization
also took issue with several
parts mentioned by the board
as agreed upon.
According to the JCTA,
teachers are demanding
binding arbitration, rather
than advisory arbitration to
which the board says it has
agreed.
The JCTA, which represents
4,500 of the county's 5,860
teachers, also said that the
board's offer of a salary
increase would affect only 168
teachers.
David Vogel, a spokesman
for the school system, said
that the board will meet today
to consider taking legal action
"aimed at ending the strike."
In addition, Vogel said,
school attorneys will seek a
court restraining order to
limit the number of teachers
picketing in front of individual
school facilities.
There are more than 160
schools, bus compounds and
other school facilities where
teachers have established
picket lines.
A court order already is in
effect limiting the number of
pickets at the school board's
headquarters and one other
school building.
Vogel said some ad-
ministrators have "ex-
perienced problems" getting
into the schools, which have
been closed to the system's
118,000 pupils and teachers
since the strike began Nov. 30.
June Lee, JCTA president,
denied that "our people have
been out of line.
"I visited 34 schools... and I
found no obstacles," she said.
"The teachers were just doing
their jobs."
Mrs. Lee acknowledged that
striking teachers have
stopped persons entering
school facilities and asked
them not to enter.
She charged that JCTA
pickets have been harassed
and that several have been hit
by cars of incoming school
officials. No one has been
seriously hurt, however.
Starting pay for teachers is
just over $8,000, with top pay
after 25 years and a masters
degree plus 30 hours of ad-
ditional graduate work
$15,939. The teachers had
sought a starting salary of
$10,000 and a top of $20,000.
Under the proposal
described at the board's news
conference, starting teachers
would receive $8,941, an in-
crease of 6.6 per cent, while
those with 25 years of ex-
perience at the top rank would
receive $17,251, an increase of
8.23 per cent.
Mrs. Jean Ruffra, a school
board member, said, "We feel
that the time has come for the
public to know both sides of
the story. We are not trying to
pressure anyone. We're just
trying to answer the questions
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Metric System Will Affect Patterns Of Behavior
By Cecil Peaden - kilogram and not Per Pound:IT
People who think they will she knows that a kilogram
be able to continue to drift equals approximately 2.2
along using the English pounds, she will realize that's
system of weights and about what she is used to
measures while the rest of the paying,
country converts to the metric Cans and packages of food
system are going to be in for a won't be measured in eight
rude shock. ounces, 16 ounces, 24 ounces,
That's because they don't and so on, any longer; all
_realize the extent to which the weights will be listed in grams
metric system is going to or kilograms. Many food
affect our patterns of processing companies have
behavior. The fact is that the already started listing both
. metric system more and more-metric and English weights on
-often is going to invade a vast their packages, in fact. And in
number of everyday ex- a short time the English
periences, and those who listings will be dropped
tenaciously cling to the old altogether.
system are going to soon.find Thompson said today's
, themselves hopelessly lost, more-or-less standard food
Dr. Charles Thompson, package sizes will undergo a
assistant professor of change, and new standardized
education at the University of metric sizes will be sub-
Louisville who has taught a stituted. Just what the new
number of classes and sizes will be hasn't 'been
seminars on the metric determined, but a number of
system, pointed out some of committees have been set up
the more common ways by various food industries to
people will find their patterns reach an agreement on this
of thinking changing. point.
Many of the most obvious Cooking that food once it
and pervasive changes will gets home will be--a little
occur during the weekly trip to
the grocery store.
The grocery shopper will no
longer find gallons, half
gallons and quarts of milk in
the dary section. Instead,
Thompson said, there will be
liter, two-liter and four-liter
cartons. By the same token,
her favorite soft drink will not
be available in the familiar
quart and half-quart sizes.
In fact, Thompson said,
several bottling companies-
such as 7-Up and Coca-Cola-
have already started limited
distribution of their products
in metric-sized bottles.
(The same thing will be true
of ,the liquor industry. As a
matter of fact, that industry
has already decided that it
will be totally metric by 1979.)
The shopper will also find
some changes when she heads
for the meat counter. She may
not believe her eyes the firstamixed, the cook will find she
time she sees hamburger
selling for $2.15 - until she
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and wife are joined by
brilliant synthetic birth-
stones ...one for each
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different, too. To 'begin with,
none of the measuring cups
and spoons in the kitchen will
be exactly the same as the
ones most Americans are
familiar with. Measuring
cups, Thompson said, will not
be measured in ounces but will
come in 50-, 100- and 250-
milliliter sizes. But he also
pointed out that 250 milliliters
is only slightly larger than
whit we know as a cup.
And measuring spoons will
probably come in five-and 15-
milliliter sizes - almost
exactly the same sizes as the
ones in use now.
Because the sizes of the new
utensils won't be radically
different, Thompson said, the
change will be mostly a
matter of learning to think in
terms of milliliters rather
than ounces.
Once the ingredients are
has a charcoal-black mess on
her hands if she tries cooking
that casserole at 350 degrees.
That5s because her stove
wan't be calibrated in the
familiar Fahrenheit tem-
perature scale. It will be
marked in degrees Celsius,
which Uses the freezing point
of water as zero degrees and
the boiling point as 100
degrees.
Thus, if she wants to cook
her casserole at the proper
temperature, she will set her
oven at 175 degrees.
The new temperature scale
will force son* changes in
ways other than cooking,
Thompson pointed out. For
example, radio and TV
weather repot/3 will be given
in degrees' Celsius, and people
will have to learn that 24
degrees is a very pleasant
temperature but that when the
mercury climbs to 30 degrees
things are starting to get a
little uncomfortable.
And a person's normal body
temperature wool be 98.6
degrees anymore; it will be 37
degrees. Perhaps a word of
caution is due here. Parents
need to remember that, iJ they
find their child has a tem-
perature of, say, slightly more
than 38 degrees, it is cause for
alarm. Because a Celsius
degree is larger than a
Fahrenheit degree, a rise of a
little over one degree Celsius
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204W. Washington PARIS,- TN
degreá1Pshllft• —
For th ho want to know
how to c Nrt a temperature
from Fahrenheit to Celsius,
the formula is C-(F-32) x 5-9.
In other words, take the
Fahrenheit temperature,
subtract 32 from it .and
multiply the result by five-
ninths.
Adjusting to the new weight
system can also be
misleading. For example, a
woman who weighs 55
kilograms (about 121 pounds)
may rightfully consider
herself pretty trim. But if her
weight goes up by two
kilograms, she may not
realize that is nearly a five-
pound jump and probably
signals the need for a little
dieting.
The metric system is also
going to alter the way we buy
and make clothes, Thompson
said. Amen will have to know
that his old, familiar 15-35
shirt size won't be in stock at
his favorite clothing store.
Instead he'll have to look for a
shirt with a 38-centimeter
neck and 90-centimeter
sleeves.
Coats, shoes and underwear
will also undergo a switch in
how they are sized.
Women's clothes will be
marked differently, too, but
because women's sizes are not
currently as standarized as
men's, it is taking the
women's- clothing industry
longer to change their size
designations.
The woman who likes to
make her qwn clothes is going
to have to throw away her old
rulers and tape measures,
because they are marked in
inches, and the patterns she
will buy in the future will have
ittfiections in centimeters.
However, Thompson said,
there will probably be a
"grace period" during which
patterns will list both English
and metric measurements to
help the seamstress become
familiar with the new system.
Undoubtedly, there will be
countless other ways in which
Americans are gong to have
to learn to "think metric."
And a number of Those will
take place when they step into
their cars.
NEXT: Some of the changes
the traveler in this country is
going to encounter when he
talcs his car out on the road.
Cooks who want to jump into
cooking in metrics and get a
head start on the coming
change can try the two recipes
below. All that is needed are a
couple of metric measuring
cups and a set of metric
measuring spoons, which can.




1 23-centimeter (cm) unbaked
pie curst, well chilled.
15 milliliters (ml) butter or
margarine, softened.
6 bacon slices, diced.
1 small onion, chopped




250 ml half and half.
2 ml salt.
Preheat oven to 210 degrees
Celsius (410 degrees
Fahrenheit). Spread pie crust
with butter or margarine. In
medium skillet over medium
heat, cook bacon and onion
until bacon is crisp; with
slotted spoon, remove bacon
mixture to drain on paper
towels. Sprinkle bacon mix-
ture in pie crust, then cheese.
In medium bowl with wire
whisk, or in blender, mix
flour, eggs, half and half, salt;
pour over cheese. Bake 15
minutes. Turn oven control to
160 degrees C (320F); bake 25
to 30 minutes longer until
knive inserted in center comes




125 ml shortening, margarine
or butter.
50 ml granulated sugar.
150 ml brown Sugar firmly
-packed.
I egg, well beaten
5 ml vanilla.
250 ml all-purpose flour.
2.5 ml baking soda.
2.5 ml salt.
1 package chocolate chips.
Scottsville To Erect
New Library Building
SCOTTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) --
The Scottsville-Allen County
Library Board has announced
that bids will be opened on
Dec. 22 for construction of a
new library.
Expected to cost $135,000 to
$150,000, the building will be
on the town public square.
The state will pay 65 per
cent of the cost, with local
matching money to come from
a special four cent tax on each
$100 properly valuation.
Bids Scheduled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky Bureau of
Highways says it will receive
bids on Dec. 16 for con-
struction of a pedestrian
overpass that will cross the
Thornhill Bypass, U.S. 421,
near the Elkhorn Elementary
School.
The overpass is expected to
be completed by the beginning
of the next school year.
Combine the shortening-and
sugar together and beat until
creamy. Add the well-beaten
egg and vanilla; mix well.
Gradually add flour, baking
soda and salt; blend. Stir in
chocolate chips. Drop small
spoonfuls of the mixture onto a
greased cookie sheet, about 5
cm apart. Bake in 180-degree
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2 Qt. Colonial Crock
Slo-Cooker
Prepare a wide variety of fla-
vorful slo-cooked dishes in
this convenikntly-sized slo-
cooker. Glazed stoneware pot lifts from base for oven co k-
ing, easy cleaning —pot even goes in the'disfrurKsher! Heat
base has 6 settings or you can set the dial in betuieen settings
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One pan that roasts, bakes and broils
foods—chrome-plated broiling rack in-
verts for cooling. 91/2" x 13's 2" pan with

















kettle is decorated with
nostalgic kitchen silhouettes —
matches Pantry Arts cookware
• Trigger-operated spout:













25 TO 55 CUP
ALUMINUM COFFEEMAI,{ER
Slow-simmer the flavorful best
from so many foods with this 4 quart slo-cooker. Perfect for soup.
stew, chili, baked beans, poultry. meat. The heat base has 5 differ-
ent settings or you can set the dial in between settings for a full
range of slo-cooking temperatures. The pot lifts from the base so


















pot removes from base for
easy ' cleaning or oven cooking - pot is dishwasher-safe!
• Ideal size for soups. chili, stews. baked beans, hot cereals.
• Low-heat base transfers
heat to the pot slowly and
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What kind of day will
tomorrots be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eriA
Don't put anything into
operation without :knowing if
you can follow through. Your
fervent desire to attain must be
thoughtfully directed.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti‘c ?
This day's . progress will
depend largely on your mental
attitude. Do not be disappointed
if all your objectives are not
gained immediately.
GEMINI
( May 72 to June 21) LIP-
Your receptive mind should
be stimulated now, -so don't let
down in purposeful, vigorous
action. A good day in which to
design measures for increasing
productivity.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 030(C)
Do not get caught up in a
dilemma of indecision, or
scatter efforts in so many
directions that you accomplish
nothing. Use that good
judgment of yours.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ifttg
Much competition indicated.
Don't wait too long before
taking due action but neither
forge ahead impulsively.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Beneficient Mercury in-
fluences heighten your per-
ception. Your ingenuity in
handling a tricky job situation
will win laurels from superiors.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
Ask questions, but listen well
to the answers, and use care in
interpreting relevant facts. You
will encounter both high caliber
motives and dubious ones.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,
Mars, highly auspicious,
places you in line for success in
substantial enterprises. A
certain amount of daring
favored now.
SAGITTARIUS
-(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Protect -assets. Don't let
money slip through heedless
fingers, nor let talents be '
wasted on fruitless ventures.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) Vi
Day should bring you
strengthened purpose and
stepped-up ambitions. You can
achieve much, both "on your
own" and with backing.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
)410
Good Uranus influences
stimulate your skills and
capabilities. You should feel
enthusiastic about the way
things go now.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
Q.
Competition may be keen but,
where you have the know-how,




YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a keenly
analytical mind; are never
swayed against reason or logic.
Sfrictly objective in your
thinking and always impartial
in your judgments, you would
make an excellent arbitrator or
business advisor You could
also excel as a jurist or
diplomat. If you choose the
creative field as a career, you
would do best as a writer, ar-
chitect or musician. Any work
connected with travel, such as
selling or transportation, is also
a fine outlet for your talents.
Birthdate of: John Milton, Eng.
poet; Kirk Douglas, screen star.
Nebrathka means "river in
the flatness." Indians gave this
name to the Platte River,
which flows through the flat
land from the Wyoming border
to the Missouri River.
The bagpipe is a very old in-
strument. The ancient Egyp-
tians, Greeks and Romans had
it, but today the bagpipe is
thought of as the instrument of
the Scottish Highlanders.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%beriberi orb hove not
received their lionte-ieftviired
copy of The &germ Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Ideffam-
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Prices Good Wed. Sat.
ROSE'S ADvERTitetto
IllefiCHANDISE POLICY
Th• policy or Room's ft W how own/
otownsof Mon in stock If ler sans
wadable mason 1WadvorlOKI MN.
chinas, C nor In allock. Roses oil
owe • rim awn on ROOM yet OW
be woof to puref000 iii ifontonaio
•I Po *Os 51100 04151' to forctando•
▪ arelible. ar CoOPIIMOD loor
~Or w• to• atom' at • cam
WY* radical pnai II WO harvest
mlerolion of Rose • io back-up as




















1.00% nylon knit tops in
spicy solids of stripes in
sizes S to L. 100%
polyester slacks in solids
or prints in sizes 8 to 18


















Ladies' terry cloth scuffs that
are care-free and washable.
Sizes S. M. L or XL




Men's corduroy slippers with








Ladies' bikini panties in the most





You get 3 75-oz. (net ROSESwt) or after shave and










of 5-oz - net- f -
bubble bath for many en- dusting powder and 2















nozzle for spot styling, and more.







3241 oz of cat bubble bath
oil Select from pink. yellow.
Or blue colors




HOT CYCLE CB CONVERSION KIT
Reg. 15.88 1 2.8
Save 3.00
4-lb. Schrafft's Chocolates
4 ib (net wt boxe::
delicious Schrafff





Lazy Susan Tape Case
Holds 24stor.„ ROSES L88)nrotates O, SPECIAL
PRICEbearings
;1.9 ; •













Daisy Cub Air Rifle
Honis tr 1
Sturd.
Red Ryder " BB Gun
Holds 700 shots Stained har
dwood with lariat signature
f)411
Package of 1500 .
110„ BB SHOTS
) Packages of 1500 Daisy •




12 in x 25 fL rolls of
aluminum foil Perfect
tv lining grills and for





Men's pro over the calf






4-oz (net wt ) After Shave, Cologne,







29-11 or of poodle bath oil
Pink. yellow Or blue colors








72-inch x 84-incn blankets Select
from yellow, green, blue, or pink colors
14-0z. Hershey's Kisses











classic way to add a
decorative touch to
your decor 5999_


















Hiway 641 South - Benton
















"With The Door To Thoughtfullness"
Come here, for all your shopping
needs! There's plenty of merchandise
here for Christmas giving, and the
holiday bargains are beyond compare!
Fill that Christmas list fast and con-
veniently. Free parking
It's all here! Everything for
everybody ... mom, dad, sis,
brother...all your favorite stores are



































































Let Us Fill Your
Next Prescription
•






































































17 R./1H Island 28 fircrivniin. as 33 Arcohoiot
20 Evicted bread beverage
21 English 27 Pierce 34 Twelve
streetcar 28 Conceals dozen
23 Peel 29 Chrcken 38 Girl sne
24 Prison room 30 RIVIlf in 
7 woithounres 
25 Military Francs
































TH[NK Ai7D5 A REAL
NiCE TaiCH OF RO.AAANCE .
DON'T qii.; THUSPC rT A005
A 7-OLICH OF ROMANCE 7
I THOU64T PERHAP5 7
MIGHT ADV L I T,E
TOUCH OF RJNIANCE
•-y













































hours 8-1; Saturday 8-2.
h
2.Notice














Poen Control .  153-1518
Senior Citizen  1531919
Needles  153-NEED





DOES THE RINGING IN MY EARS







15 NE I DON'T
IZLINNINEr KNOW I-too,




WE WANT. IF SHE MAKES











Always Frei Gift Wrapping
CLEAN CARPETS the
save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big








DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for in-
formation.









bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 f2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-4035. Free parking







DEAR JAE: Please come
home.. . and on the wdy
back stop in at Murray
True Value Hardware
and pick up a gallon of
Tru-Test Latex Wall
Paint. It's on sale today,








Men's Store. Hrs. 9-











NOW is one of the best limos to
sore, order end armed feel
hose. boos, spiders. all kinds of
insects end pests art looking le
a place to hibernate-04w tow
home. Its wane, they are out of


















buy, sell or horsetrade,




Holman Jones, 217 S












December 1. Tel. 753-
1341-42.
3. Card Of Thanks
THE CARD, letters,





death of my grandson
Jim Calfee. From Mr.









Send resume in own






MUST be a superb
typist. MUST be willing
to learn to operate ai
mag card typewriter.
Job available January
1977. Send brief resume
including telephone









from 4:45p. m. to 1:30a.
• m. In my home or yours
Call 753-7266.
CAR POOL needed to
Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah. Five days per
week. Shift is 7 a. m. -3
p. m. Starting January
1.. Ca11,7762-3379 or 762-
2298.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
























ditions and good fringe
benefit program in
chiding retirement. Con-
tract Director of Nur
















Age limit 18 and older.
Call 753-4014
et et el el et el et el fol 
GIFT
SUGGESTIONS 3







Dresses,, Muses and Hall Suet 20% •Oft3
• All Ladies
• Pants Suits 20% Off
• SETTLE-WORKMAN
4t.
'11 6 Main 753-2447
Free Gift Wrapping with each sod every porthoso.
1r4. goo Serkeripriurr for leelity asenthowilla• era reasonable prics..-"4
We Arrecierte Ter &peer's' I
ir You may shop- Master Charge, Han kwnericardob
Layaway, Charge and Cash.
11.t rt• rr et: ri 'et ri n
Give Her
Fashion




Every woman loves to receo...
lovely. stylish Note-ear So wrap
up a pair or two to make her
smile on Christmas morning
. appreciate yes good
- taste Don't know her mut' A
Ilft rertifirlite never fails
40
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If you would like for him to viiit your
if business
Call 753-9677 .
Sponsored By: Beta Sigma Phi, Gam- I
g ma Gamma Chapter 1
vogsamswasitiformeganyaintimagaragsviswelms




Ar *Leisure Suits *Suits *Sport Coats
*Pants +Turtle-Necks *Sweater •






Beside of College Book Store
Hrs. 9-5 until Christmas
Good Selection Gift Items
e Our Loy Away Plan
Free Gift Wrapping
Free Parking
111 •tot m tl et tot ill ft i01 ilt
"TILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
Arta
Nair




. ,e sof•J • circL,Ilry to clear reception
proiecrsfuS boded sound
• •••.rje .o•,,rne cuNtroi for rasi riooemp
A GREAT VALUE!
"Merry Christmas!"



































forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 753-
9284.
10 Bus ness Opportum;y
MAKE EXTRA MONEY
in your spare time. Clip
, newspaper articles. Get
41.00 to 85.00 each. For
details send 25 cents and
stamped addressed
envelope to: S. Paschall
No. B-0 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Ky.42071..
14 Orant To Buy
COINS AMERICAN and





14 Want To Bo
WANT TO BUY one acre





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
15 Articles For Sale
CLOTHES - Sizes girls
young junior teens






bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
MIRROR SALE PLUS
glass showcase. Tub and
shower enclosures and
storm windows and
























Four requests have been received by
the Murray Planning Commission to
hold public hearings to rezone proper-
ty. Sid and Loretta Jobs, at 1200 and
1202 Sycamore St., and Mrs. J. M. Mar-
shall, at 412 S. 12th St., will be con-
sidered jointly to rezone their proper-
ties from R-2 (residential) to P.O.
( Profession Office). Dr. Charles Clark,
at 307 S. 8th St., has proposed that his
property be rezoned from R-3 (residen-
tial) to P.O. (Profession Office). Mr.
Wayne Wilson, at 302 N. 12th St., has
proposed that his property be rezoned
from R-3 (residential) to P.O.
( Profession Office). A public hearing
for all four proposals will be held on
Tuesday, December 21st at 7:00 p.m. in
the Murray City Hall Bldg. All in-
terested parties are invited to attend
this meeting. W. A. Franklin, Chair-
man, Murray Planning Commission.
Steve Zea, Resident Planner, City of
Murray, Kentucky.
15 Artieles For Sale
AIR COMPRESSORS, 2
and 5 h.p. 80 gallon
tanks. Call 753-9104 or
753-1551, Dill Electric.
KINGS WOOD burning









paint. 812.50. Two gallon
white interior latex flat,
$7.00. One gallon white
interior latex semi





$75.00. From an estate.
Call 753-2234.
REALIST CB Walkie
Talkie set, 3 channel
with channel 19 in-
cluded. One never used.
$100. Call 753-0062.
TYCO ELECTRIC train




Call 753-0062 for further
details.
POTS AND PANS getting
old? Need new
waterless stainless steel















table with six chairs.
One table with four
chairs. One table with
two chairs. Old Antique
train. Antique B-B gun.
Call 753-4716.
KITCHEN TABLE with 6
chairs. $45. Call 753-2227.
G. E. RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good







23" Color portable TV 
25" Color TV (ropossossoll) 
25" Color Magnavox TV (d....)  
25" Magnavox Star Remote (ww)
Magnavox Odyssey  $49.95 and up
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple






tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
PIANO LESSONS. 1 will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lemons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the




Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 5274655.
HOLIDAY
SPECIALS!
12" B&W Magnavox TV, new, (2) only $71
15" B&W Magnavox TV, new, (1) only $119
12" B&W TV, used only $28
AM-FM SterTTape Component, 1 only $129
Stereo Console (floor model) only $99
13" color Magnavox TV, new $299






J 3 B Music-Magnavox






$425.00 op, floored, rowdy to use. Oaty a tow boAdises,
various sizes, loft In stock et MI pricos. Ivy Pb. His tor





SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
stEADINC BRANDS OF COSMETICS
WALLIS DRUG
1968 640 FORD combine.
Call 753-5612.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing






modified. Also 20 in.





socsastaissa MS NAL vcs fta sus ICS VAI tr
g The AVIU • 142548P - Massively styled
g Mediterranean console with full, breakfront
M base. Casters. Giant-screen 25" diagonal 100%g Solid-State thromacolor H featuring Color Son-
try, The Automatic Picture Control System.
N EVG-Electronic Video Guard Tuning System
with 12-Position Touch-Command Channel Selec-
tion. 100% Solid-State Chassis with Power Sentry
t4 Voltage Regulating System. Brilliant
g Clu-omacolor Picture Tube. Genuine Pecan
veneer parquet top. Genuine Pecan veneers and
I select hardwood solids on" ends. Front and base
1 of simulated wood. Entire cabinet is beautifully
N finished in Pecan color with the look of fine
i distressing.
Tucker T.V.
Sales and Service .
g 1914 Coldwater Rd. (Mayfield Hwy.) Phone 753400
neis Yon MB ma IBS S2ii sia In IA NH 31255 swa ass nra lig Mt










• Fashionmate• machine also features front
drop-in *bin and a built-in buttonholer.




• Be! Air Shopping Center Murray, Ky.
360
NOW $139"




• THE FIRST WIDE SMALL CAR!
BACKED BY THE EXCLUSIVE






THE =HWY Eirkrs Pll
Don't Delay See Us Today/
SMALL ACREAGE
5 Acres on 641 Highway South. Could be used comniercially.
NEW LISTING
43 Acre farm located on Hwy. 94-E of Murray. This farm has good tobacco barn.
Also 3 stock porn& Approximately 1/4 mile of highway frontage. Many good
building sites. Would consider dividing into smaller tracts.
New 3 bedroom brick home in beautiful Lynnwood Estates. This home has cen-
tral heat and air. Also many nice features in the dining area. Garage has en-
trances from side street. Only two miles from town.
JUST LISTED
On highway 121-85 miles from Murray. Grocery store and restaurant with
stock and fixtures. Also a 2 bedroom apartment above store. Recently
decorated. An ideal piece of property for a couple who wants to go in business.
Plenty of room for expansion.
BUILDING LOTS
We have beautiful wooded lots on 641 South. Excellent for home or trailer, also
beautiful lot in Panarama Shores, Lynwood Estates and Fairview Acres and
Meadow Green Acres. Call for details.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Commercial Property Lake Stop Grocery doing good business before closing,
owner retiring. Two bedroom apt. above store. Also 4 bedroom house in very
good condition. 380 ft. on 94 Highway E.
LAKE PROPERTY
Two bedroom home with large living room and fireplace, beautiful water view
In Panorama Shores. Price $22,500.
HAZEL
Nice building lots in Hazel, Ky. New subdivision on Maple St. Water and
sewage. Lot size 110x140. Price $2,500.
On Scenic Drive in Keniana Shores. Nice 3 bedroom home with cedar siding
Large lot good year around living. Near Ky. Lake only $19,500.
Quality constructed home on Korth 7th St. 4 bedroom tWo fireplaces, cedar lined
closets, 2 baths, patio and garden space, metal utility building. Price $26,500.
Owner will consider financing.
Located on Oak Country Club Road approx. 2 miles west of Murray. 21 acres of
choice development property. Priced to sell.
On 641 South and Peggy Ann Drive 10 acres, very good property for future
development. Price $53,000.
Farm Property, 67 acres located 21/2 miles west of Crossland on Jones Mill Rd.
app. 28 acres in cultivation has good barn and large pond. Also on good gravel
toad. Price $20,000.
TO BUY SEE US
TO SELL LIST WITH US
Fulton Young
Realty
&ton Young 4118 46 St. Ken Kennedy
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Authentic reproduction of antique Pillar-and-
Scroll clock. Grained woodtone cabinet; hingedfront crystal door. lir tall.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Ikon* 717 737,
ICh.$tnut Street S Sunda',







26 Nov. - 24 Dec. '76
10% Off
SHOES BALLS BAGS




















organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across














80 • YARDS OF green




through Friday, One to 5
p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-4434323.
26 TV Radio
CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.




condition. Also Sears 23
channel CB radio, an-
tenna included. Call 753-
2636 after 5:00.
27 Mobile Home Sales
.1971 TOWN HOUSE, 121
72, living room, den with
a bar, 2 bedrooms, bath















New Testament Reg $39 95, NOW 831'
The Four Gospels Reg $23.95, NOW $19'6
Psalms & Proverbs Reg S19 95, NOW '15"
On 8-Track
The Whole New Testament
Reg $59 95 NOW84796
32 Ao,tments FP, Rent
TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED apart-
ment, $125 per month.
plus utilities. $75.00




country on private road.






furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
Available now. Call 753-
8668. •
33 Rooms Foi Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in









You've got a lot going for you with Lowrey. Like
a complete accompaniment - Chords, pedal
notes, percussion-that plays automatically in
your choice of rhythm patterns ALL when you







rEs saw soma" ssomossisatioss cot Isti Kt VAS r=1 etai BUM
1973 12 x 60 Criterion,
underpinned, concrete--"
steps, back porch, air
condition, gas heat, and
stove. $6200. Call 753-
5807. •
1975 SCHULTZ house
trailer. 14 x 70, all
electric. 14 x 18 built on
room. Call 437-4846.
29 Mobile Home Rental
NEW TWO BEDROOM
trailer all electric on 42
acre lot. $110 plus
deposit. Call 753-3534.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
on private lot. $85.00
month. Call 753-7304. .
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals




1104-Ak Shopping Coiner 713-1715
Nrs. 4144.-541. 10 til 11 Fri.
1st Anniversary Sale
,.-Fisher Price Toys
p••• Fun Fur Coots
(Girls Sizes 4-141


















Through December our new hours will be 9:30 a.m.
to 9:00 p.m. weekdays, including Mondays. Sunday




1. Want To Rent



















td $95. Call 4924174.
FURNISHED APART-





34 Houses for Rent
HOUSE FOR RENT
starting December 20,








level. Renter may sublet





















with no children or pets.
Call 4924594 after 5:30 p.
m.
36 FL) Rent Of le.ise
FOR RENT 4,000 sq. ft.
shop and office, all or
half. Located off South
4th Street. Call 753-4857
days, 753-7244 nights.
FOR RENT 30 x 40
storage building. Call
753-5500 or 7534200.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 so. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,

























puppies. 5 weeks old.
Will keep for you until
Dec. 24. Call 753-5309
after 5:00 p. m.
BEAGLE puppy 8u














• FASTEST SERVICE IN TOWN
• SATIN FINISH
BORDERLESS PRINTS
• WE USE KODAK PAPER






Made From row Picture or Negative
















Bel-Air Shopping Center Phone: 753-3642
Cs044441Nrininnan 44441.444sm nal skintsin Nona, odscsents,moasi
41. Public Sales
FANTASTIC INDOOR
house sale. Moving must
sell. December 11th and
12th. 626 N. 4th.,
Murray. „s
•










large bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2-car garage and
many extras. This home
is truly unique. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an ap-.






Decor of elegance and:
warmth - enticing:
features include





Dad, play room for:
children, craft room foe;
Mona - privacy aboundt
the two secluded walled7
patios surrounded by
two acres of trees - floor
plan ideal for family
with teenagers or live ul




FOR All YOUR in-




- from Past Office






Gift blea, For ti
The Whole Family 14
• etii





Poo Office Bo, 412
Oen, and CI•tesinvt
M." ray. Kortte.cky 42071 etti
Ve%itattS, ??.
Tool Boxes For Pickup's,
Some price as fast year 599.00 included Ky Tax
Every man with a pickup needs his own
tool box.
Firp Top t ,ds easy /0
ins,de Slid/ng Trtry hot t,
to( hi, On Each S,de aceven;$ 0,el
Con be used (77. 0/7,(>011 e • e
44 •
• •;. • • .•
g•-•••••••••amsisuA
itilf0 SOX 1445 1•140N E 7,3 -26 1AIN TAYLOR tHEVROLET INC
/ MURRAY. KENTUCKY' 42071
441ftilei •--k
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6.r, you arcs wu•arciarourbwruianoveywrunnownsterusdbwrio:w4
eenS
2 Phone 753-6175
1 j Hi" I,,'"1 sis"1'1"-
0
9
11,11,t• 1 iig,i Clinsintet.
Blueberry Patch
Shop For
Guys & Gals ,
cmiss *.";hitt..
*C.itn,Itco. *Chun ni.,z,ger, *Jew's
*111,11‘144‘ Itresso, S. *Jumpsuits











• A Gourmet Bakery
1.11111,111,..
•
in your own kitchen
We have an entire• storeful of unique
cookware to help you bake your best
Christmas yet ••
*Swedish tout tins *Norwegian krum
kakar irons * German cookie cutters..
*American rosette irons *French
rolling pins and *kitchen parchment,
to mention a few.
The
Panhandler























































on Highway 94, 8 miles
East of Murray. Three
miles West Ky. Lake. On
1.6 acre 485 ft. highway
frontage. Road on 3
sides. Room for motel,
etc. Building is 28 160 ft
and donsists of large
office. Two rest rooms, 2
gas pumps with 2500
gallon tanks. Grease
rack, good well and
electric heat. Suited for
repair shop, Boat and
fishing shop,' Antique
shop, grocery or
restaurant or any type
business. Owner leaving
state and must sell. Nice
• 3 bedroom home, brick,





Realty 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-
5842.
NEED LISTINGS. Farms
and small acreage with
or without buildings. If
you have the land we
have the buyers. Call
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, phone 753-
5842.
OLDER HOME and 38
acres in Southeast of
Calloway County. 24
acres are tillable.
Several acres in timber.
Mostly fenced. Solidly-
built house Could be
made liveable with
small expense. Call 753-




New listing that offers a
lot for your money.
Home has 4 bedrooms
and a fireplace for those
cold winter days ahead.
Keep cozy in this at-
tractive home priced at
only $10,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
formation on this home.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
46 Homes For Sale
SIX RDOM frame house
with 2 acres at Alm°.
Phone 753-7494 day, 753-
9378 or 753-7263 evening.
MUST SELL: 5 room
house, 5 acres, good
well. $8500. Call 436-2290
after 5 p. m.
BY OWNER - spacious












miles West of Murray,
on 2 acres with new
storage building, small
pond and stable for
horses. Mid 30's. Call
4354566.
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway 280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 753-
2204 after 2 p. m.
THREE BEDROOM
home on large shaded
corner lot. Must sell due
to death. Call 753-2517.
47 Motorcycles
30 IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 PON IA( Leman&
Sport q)nvertible. 53,000
Actual 'miles. In extra
good condition. $2350.00.
Phone 354-6217.
19 Used Cars & Tr.lcks




Call 753-6103 after 4:00.
1973 ELECTRA 4 door
hard top, AM-FM




Runs well, looks good.
$300. Call 767-4789.





van, mag wheels, 8




13,000 miles, show room
clean, full power, AM-
FM, landau top. Call 753-
6822 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
19'71 CAMARO, 350 LTD
engine 4 speed, headers,
cam, new Shaeffer
clutch and pressure




075 ELECTRA 4 door
hardtop, AM-FM stereo,




straight shift, small bed.
$275. Call 753-9189 or 753-
8124 after 5.
1973 DATSUN 2 door, 4
speed, one owner, ex-
cellent condition, $1395.
1973 GREMLIN; one
owner, low mileage, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
$1095. Call 489-2595.
1971 FOUR WHEEL drive
Blazer. Call 753-3525
after 6 p. m.
Spoke St
Pedal
3-5-10 Speed L Moto-Cross
Bikes
Christmas Lay-Away





*Complete Line of Parts
4, Accessories
•Back Packs • Book Rocks
Dixieland Center, Chestnut Street
asssaasessumssussaissassirasseriszstcsasswartassserwarsoti
49 Useri Cars & Trucks
1973 BUICK LE SABRE
custom 456. Four door,
sedan. One owner. Low




Four speed. Red with
new side pipes.
Excellent condition. Will




clean. $1395. Call 436-
5671.
49. (bell La's & IiiS
1972 MAVERICK, 6
cylinder automatic,
power steering, two tone
paint, vinyl top. New
tires. low mileage, nice
car. $1475. Call 753-9189
or 7534124 after 5.




blue with white vinyl
top. Nice car. Excellent
condition. $2550. Call














Let us help you with





cc KAI KOS BAK MS BO VI KS= MCVAY KSZ Mt ME MOM VAN
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•Phase-Lock-Loop statt plez I&
demodulator achieves
art level of channel separation and
dtstortion on FM Stereo broadcasts
•Function Selector
•Separate Bass, Treble, Voltane and
Loudness controls
r I 












Offer Exp. Dec. 13
All
Jewelry Kits







FIS= NS:t IS2( VS21c52S Et= Etaf EBB tram tas worm g
Dixieland Center
Gifts for children.
Sesame Street Sheets are reduced 25%. See
our "Dirty Kids Headquarters"... Soaps, sham-
poos, bubble baths, lotions, puppet wash
mits, finger paints for the bath, Dirty Kids
Clubhouse, Silly Soapy Sands, and Village Var-
mits, plus decorative pillows for boys and girls
rooms, and novelty pillows too. Come See
Me
1/1070A-t-
OPEN NIGHTS TIt 9:00 PM
SUN. 1-5
tt 11  A' tit ift 11' f!t toh!t th!t
POINSETTIAS
ew 11 4 Prices from $3.50 to $15.00 4
To Choose from.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center • %hind Tv:Waits, Itestewsert
Stevo I Nereid Bel
ntalt VSER EOM Mt Mt EU KAK ROM II= EZIPER0 KtY:i WS EN SU ss 4










Salton Peanut Butter Machine 1995
Salton Yogurt Maker $12"
Happy Baby Baby Food Grinder $499
Jacks Food Dehydrater '4995
Acme Juicerator Model 5000 $1 29"
Acme Juicerator 1000 $1 69"
20% Off All Items WhenYou Pay by Cash
15% Off All Items when using































job, low mileage. A-1
condition. Call 753-8277.
1970 4 x 4 Jeep pickup.
8,000 pound, PTO winch
and topper. $1700. Call
753-5807.




brakes and air. $500.
Call 753-8487.
1974 MUSTANG H Ghia,
low miles. One owner.
Clean. Call 753-1603.
Chestnut Street
49 Use° Cars & Trucks
1974 V.W. Super Beetle,












luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
50 Campers
19' TRAILER, camper.






• Exclusive 6-way Dial-A-Nap', INCLUDED:
rug height adjustmont 6 PC.ATTACHMENT
• Top-filling disposable dust
bag pravants clogs, kimps
suction strong.
• Edge Blowier deans that




• Brilliant headlight -N sT4""••••.-- r )
\ 4.
Ilk Reg. Upright $79.95-- .1
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When you buy one of our year-end.4 Pontiacs-at sensational year-end prices-
















-Satisfied Customers Are Our 1)
Main Concern
1406 West Mum. 753-5315
FLORSHEINF
Florsheim Boots
Designed for you in
the finest boot wearing
tradition.
Come See The Many










20% Off On All
Luggage In Stock
Attache Cases, Hanging Bags.
* 1, 2, 3 Suiters, Shoulder Bags
and orer-niters







'1 4 Murray Paint & elet)4
4 
el
4 Hobby Center at,etatz 0
44 0
4 - Estes Rockets & Accessories el
4
4 Balsa Wood Airplane Models V$
4
4 H.O. 
Train Sets & Accessories 0
CI





4 And Much More! 11ei
4 0
4
4 Wallpaper 8 
Accessories 0
tti
3. 4 Are Also Available 0
4 0










hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and
old work, with years of
back experience, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.
WILL DO inside or out-















home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
51 Services Offered




doors, paver tile and






of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water

















Call 753-4124, South 9th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
Plannitt...; It Christmas Partv? Ite
I antis Can mt. mir dittiagrtuifll
can be math al atlable If) ‘4)11 for vattr
aten pritair part% . . any time alter
8:0() p. nt. Ilf' Wall reserve our entire
dining ratan fur.% cm.
Call
eneIN
details. II 0 III /trip ‘tat bate the best


















WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and














DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.








This week beds, dressers, chairs, baskets, ket-
tles, tables, lots of good paint, Real good old
wood cook stove. Warm Morning heater, quilts,
Aladdin lamps, kerosene lamps, wall telephone,
glass, dishes and no telling what else.




''Boots for every activity under the sun."
Savings up to 50% for the entire family,
over 2,000 pair of boots on display. While
there register for over $1,500.00 worth of
gifts to be given away.
FREE: Thunderbird Mini-Bike valued
at over $500.00, boots, and many other
misc. items. Also from now until 24,
Dec. '76 we will give away 1 each day.
The Self-Defense Product of The Future.
mal
Shit•Iti
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday
National Company Needs
Experienced Life & Health
Insurance Agent
For Local Area
Marketing Life, Annuities, complete portfolio of
Pension Programs, Major Medical
Hospitalization and Non-Cancellable - Guaran-
teed Renewable Income Protection. If selected,
Leads and Workmen's Compensation furnished.
Also, group Life, Health & Income Protection
available. For additional information, call 1-602-
442-8017 or send resume to P. 0. Box 3088.




the leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the 1st to
introduce automatic defrost, scarf COOk and von -temp.
Model No. 418
with features such as: AUTOMATIC-DEFROST,
VAR! COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you want. VAR! TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no timer involved. 60 MINUTE
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I Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas next
I Join our Christmas Club.
lar/
year.
tuatmaiz.) C'4111-640-P6oP 'SA* C5ai ts.s. 1", ss,es  ts.a.bil tug
1 Services Offered
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.








by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Gall Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for













struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass




WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting in my home.
Any time, any age. Also




ficient service. NO job




work needs call John




in antiques. Call 753-
0493.















weeks old. Will hold
until Christmas. Call
753-9262 after 5:30.




about the size of a
cocker spaniel. She is
very 'docile, friendly,
and loving. She has
large sweet brown eyes
that will melt your
heart. She is under the
care of the Humane
Society and is
desperately in need of a
good home. Call 753-
6588.
FREE - Three month old
puppy. White with one
black ear. Long haired.
Part bird dog. Call 753-
0804.
FREE - Six month old
kitten. Long haired
Gray tiger. Very gentle.
Call 753-3994 after 4:30.
FREE - Two 12 week old
kittens. One is male and
black. The other is gray
and white and female.
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Girls & Boys Western 'Nam St) les to













Sport Coats ;Western Store






















iiI Don't Forget Your Pet ;
1 Nit At • ;
s -. - , w... --Christmas! 































Hours 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
iClosed Sundays











CHILI With Beans 
Hellmann's Spin Blend Salad
DRESSING 
Kraft (Displayed) Jams, Jellies &
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supported t GE women was found guilty last week in
employes, the ternatiawee---Coraves Circuit Court of the
Union of Electrie, Workers, May 7 stabbing death of his
said it planned to Seek such wife, Bobbie June Bowler.
legislation. , A motion for (weal has
David Fitzmaurice, '- .the been filed by Bowler's at-
union's president, said Sis Torney. Bowler isiree on bond
organization would lobby for\ pending the appeal.
% legislation that specifically
tells companies offering Fulton County
disability insurance to em-
ployes that pregnancy must be .
one of the health risks Reapportioning
covered.
It wasthrough the electrical HicKmAN, ' kCy. (AP) —
workers union that 43 women Fulton Quarterly\ Court has
GE workers, representing accepted 8 requeiLto reap-
themselves and all other GE portion the county's„ four
female employes, first filed r_ _magisterial districts. \
grievances against the Mr. and Mrs. Paid
company. Later, they sued. Westpheling, publishers of tle‘„ Murray included those of Bob
Their challenge was en- weekly Hickman Courier, 'Hill, Gene Carson, and Noel
thusiastically backed by filed the written request. . Buchanan.
women's rights groups, which County Judge James The. Good Sam Club will
unanimously panned the Men ees says he plans to aP- have '‘floi Christnias buffet
court's decision. • point a special commission to dinner anti gift exchange at
' Karen DeCrow, president of draw up the reapportionment the ,United campus Ministry
the National Organization for plan, which, he said, would not building ots. Tuesday,
Women, called the ruling be mandatory. 
"insulting to every mother in
the country."
She said, "The court states
that men and women are
treated equally under such a
plan because if a man IS
pregnant, he will be treated in
the same manner as a woman.
Such a definition of sex
discrimination is unique."
Susan Ross, an attorney
with the Arherican Civil
Liberties Union, called the
court's action "disastrous"
for working women. The
ACLU said the case showed
the need to impress 'on
President-elect Carter "the
importance of seating women
on the Supreme Court."
While labor and women's
rights groups teamed on one
side, employers lined up on
the other. The Chamber of
Commerce praised the court's
decision for upholding the
"right of employers to
determine which risks they




Visiting the campground on Sunday morning were
Milburn and Dorothy Dunn who were enroute home to
Atlanta, Ga., after visiting relatives in Murray for the
holidays. Pictured, left to right, are Charlie Adams, Kent
Eversmeyer, Milburn Dunn, Jimmy Herndon, Dorothy
Dunn, Jo Burkeen, and B. Burkeen as photographed by
Ruth Eversmeyer. Other dub members not pictured were
C. W., Dortha, [von, and Glenda lone* Cheryl Herndon,
and Ruth, Denise, Elaine and Clair Eversmeyer.





Supreme Court decision on
disability benefits for
pregnancy outraged
feminists, but left the way
open for legislative changes
that would nullify the ruling's
impact.
An employer may legally
refuse to pay disability or
sickleave benefits to pregnant
women, the court said
Tuesday in a 6 to 3 decision.
There is no sex
discrimination -simply
because an employer's ... plan
is less than all-inclusive," said
the majority opinion written
by Justice William H.
Rehnquist.
The justices over/tilted the
findings of a lower court in
saying that General Electric
Corp. does not violate the
rights of any of its 100,000
women employes by making
them take unpaid leaves of
absence to have babies.
The decision does not mean
that those employers now
offering pregnancy disability
coverage-as-part of their over-
all compensation package
must stop doing so. The court
said, however, that existing
laws such as the 1964 Civil
Rights Act do not compel
mployers to offer that
C. erage.
gress is free to pass
on making such ex-
egal, the court said.
up which had
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Graves Circuit Judge Seth T.
Boaz has sentenced Thomas
Lee Bowler to 20 years in the
Kentucky State Penitentiary
after he was convicted by a
jury of murder.
Bowler, sentenced Tuesday,
Five families of the Twin
Lakers Good Sam Club of
Murray were present for the
November campout held
November 25, 26, 27, and 72 at
Piney Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes.
When the families arrived
on Wednesday night and early
Thursday the weather was not
too cold, but when they left on
Sunday morning, the tem-
perature was about twenty
degrees.
Vesper worship services
featuring a tape recording by
Rev. Ron Hampton and Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Lough of the
Memorial Baptist Church
were conducted by wagon-
masters Jimmy and Marilyn
Herndon on Sunday morning
as the families set around the
campfire in the shelter
prepared with plastic and tent
flies.
Saturday night a chili
supper was held by the
campfire along with a bir-
thday cake, baked by Ruth
and Elaine Eversmeyer,
being served in honor of the
birthdays of Dortha Jones,
Jimmy and Manly Herndon,
and Gayle Adams, who had
birthdays in November.
Club members attending
were C. W., Dortha, and Evon
Junes, along with their
daughter and sister, Glenda
Jones of Frankfort, J. B. and
Jo Burkeen, Harold, Ruth,
Clair, Elaine, Kent, and
Denise Eversmeyer, Charlie.
Gayle. Angel. and Melissa
Adams, and Jimmy, Marilyn,
Gina, and Cheryl Herndon.
The C and D sections of the
Piney Campground were
almost filled on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday by
campers from all parts of the




Reg 514 to 532
Albee of California— Garland — Bobbie Brooks
Sensational New Fashion Sweaters...
For Yourself or The Perfect Christmas Gift!
Minnens Murray Open Nights and Sundays
Minnens Murray - BerAir Center
December 21, with Fred and
Shirley Morton as wagon-
masters.
Other members of the club
are the families of John
Bowker, Beth Broach, Nix
Crawford, Jimmy Graham,
Eugene Schanbacher, Jack
Wagar, and Ned Wilson.
Wagonmasters for the November campout of the Twin
Lakers Good Sam Club were jimmy and Marilyn Herndon.
Shown on the right is one of their daughters, Gina. Their
sounger daughter. Cheryl, was in their camper.
Breaking camp in the twenty degrees weather on Sun-
day morning, November 28, at Piney Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes were, left to right, Marilyn Hern-
don, Angel Adams, Kent Eversmeyer, Jimmy Herndon,
Charlie Adams, and Harold Eversmeyer.
c,ayle Adams, center, with her two daughters, Melissa.
standing, and Angel, seated, talk with Gina Herndon. left
and Kent Eversmeyer, right at the campfire.
With the waters of Kentucky Lake visible, in the
background, the Twin takers Good Sam Club set up their
campground by the campsite of the Jimmy Herndons and
the Charlie Adams. The windbreakers were placed on the
south side when camp was set up on Thanksgiving Day,
November 23, but were changed to the north side when











n Mc wOrICI "
Either way, save 404
on the 4-oz.,
at-oz., or 10-






••••• OWED dom. 
ONLY ONE COUPON
' MAY BE USED.
Redeem on regular Nescafe.
TO THE DEALER: Thus coupon yhil r•deetwed only as follows For amount soway•reut
peas Sr for handlong prmoded cLupon 5 rectrwed from customer on purchase
Irsted morchend,se Proof of purchase of suffulent stock of merchandose to core/
coupons subrnotted must be shown on. request (F•Oure to comply m•y rot a#1
coupons subrndted tor redemptfon )R•dernptons not honored through brok•rs at
other oulvde &flew., Coupons are nontransferable and lewd ,t use .s prolbtodeg.
tared restr,cted or cense ,s reouded Customer must pay any salei taw Cash
redempbon value I 1004
FOR REDEMPTION PRESENT TO OUR SALESMAN OR NAIL TO. THE  COM-
PAPIY, INC., P 0 liOX 1400. ELM CITY, N.C. 2711111 °crest a000 ONLY IN u.s.a.
LIMIT - ONLY ONE COUPON MAY NJ REDEEMED PER UNIT Of PRODUCT PUN-
CHASID. GOOD ONLY ON NESCAFE IN  r 0F FU. AMY OTHER IJSE CON-
STITUTES FRAUD.
EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1977.'
404
4
Get great coffee flavor — (year
coffee aroma in Nescafe'
Instant Coffee Theres Nescafe
Regular And Nescafe Decal-
fetnated wi!h the same-great
flavor. only 97% caffein free_.
Either Way' you get went
flavor and aroma from the
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Changes Made In Vet Benefits
Many changes have been
made in the types of segvices
which a Veterans Ad-
ministration hospital may
render as a result of the
enactment of the Veterans
Omnibus Health Care Act of
1976 (Public Law 94-581).
The Act not only expanded
and clarified "medical ser-
vices" as provided by the VA,
but extended the full range of
these services to more
veterans.'
VA spokesman pointed out
that new medical benefits for
veterans with a service-
connected disability rated 50
per cent or more now may be about by the recent law was a medical service to veterans,
treated at a VA outpatletirbfoliadffeit definition fWith lint IrkwitY wvn to..
veterans with service-
connected disabilities.
In recognition of the in-
creasing age of veterans, the
new legislation requires a
study to determine the short
range and long range direc-
tion of hospital and medical.
programs with associated
adjustments in the various
programs as necessary. A
study will also be made of
alternatives to institutional
care, changes in treatment,
and education and training of
appropriate health care
personnel. Research is to be
'planned to ameliorate
geriatric care problems and
meet architectural, tran-
sportation, and environmental
needs of the aging.
facility for any disability.
Previously, outpatient or
ambulatory care for any non-
service-connected medical
problems had been limited to
veterans with a service-
connected disability rating of,.
80 per cent or more.
Such programs as out-
patient care, rehabilitation,
nursing home care, state
homes, and alcohol abuse
were restricted in some ways
by the new legislation and
expanded in others.
One expansion brought
It Costs So Little To Save cA
A Professional
8x 10 Color Portrait
only SW
• CHOOSE FROM OUR SELECTION OF EIGHT SCENIC AND COLOR BACK
GROUNDS
• SELEC r ADDITIONAL PORTRAITS AND SAVE UP TO COMPARED TO 1975
PRICES
• SEE OUR NEW LARGE DECORATOR PORTRAIT
. YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY CHEER-
FULLY REFUNDED
• No obligation to buy additional portraits
ONE SITTING PER SUBJECT- $1 PER SUBJECf FOR ADDITIONAL SUB-JECTS. GROUPS. OR INDIVIDUALS IN TH66AME FAMILY PERSONS UNDER19 FAUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY PARENT OR GUARDIAN
DEC. Tues. Wed.
7 8
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.




"medical services" to include
rehabilitative service, family
mental health services (when
it relates to treatment or
training of veterans with a
service-connected disability)
and a clear definition of when
dental services may be fur-
nished.
VA's Civilian Health and
Medical Services (CHAMP-
VA) was extended to the
dependent survivors of
veterans with a permanent
and total service-connected
disability who die of a non-
service-connected cause. This
program had been restricted
to the families of those who die
of a service-connected
disability.
Fallowing is a summary of
the more important changes
in outpatient care rules.
(1) Veterans with 50 per
cent or more service-
connected disability now have
the eligibility for outpatient
care formerly reserved for
those disabled by 80 per cent
or more.
(2) Post-hospital care is
limited to 12 months except
when a longer period is ap-
proved by the Administrator
as being necessary to com-
plete treatment.
(3) Ambulatory care
provided "for the purpose of
obviating the need for
hospitalization" for a non-
service-connected disability is
limited to the extent that the
services are available in VA
facilities.




necessary to complete work
that was begun during a
period of halgbitalization.
(5) Payment of travel costs
of veterans reporting to VA
facilities for treatment of non-
service-connected disabilities
primarily is limited to those
individuals unable to defray
the costs of such tran-
sportation.
The Omnibus Health Care
Act covers many other
aspects of administration and
delivery of health care, among
them a clarificattim of
therapeutic and rehabilitAtion
activities. A compensated
work therapy program per-
mits contracts with private
industry or other sources to
provide therapy with pay for
patients and members.
The legislation covers the
issue of patient rights and the
concept of informed consent.
Confidentiality of certain
medical records is Mandated.
The law requires non-
discrimination in the ad-
mission and treatment of
veterans who are alcohol or
drug abusers in providing
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Make the holidays happier,
give her the fashion, quality,
and comfort of Aigner Shoes








Dr. Marvin L. Albin,
assistant professor in the
Department of BUsiness
Education and Administrative
Management at Murray State
University, participated in the
Leadership Development
Seminar during the recent
54th annual convention of the
Southern Business Education
Association (SB&A1 in Miami
Beach, Fla.
Albin, who joined the faculty
at Murray State in 1975, was
among three Kentuckians
elected by the Kentucky
Business Education
Association last summer to




Dr. T. James Crawford of
Indiana University and Dr.
Glenn D. Overman of Arizona
State University were the
keynote speakers during the
four-day meeting attended by•
about 250 higher education
and secondary school teachers
from 12 southern states.
Albin earned the B. S.
degree at Murray State, the
M.A. degree at the University
of Kentucky, and the. Ed. D.
degree.at.Arizona State.








°Celebration To Be Held Saturday, Dec. 11
Come help us celebrate the goqd times. Anniversaries mark
the passing of time. And with the passing of time, comes
change. But sometimes it's fun to bring back the past,
re-live the good times. In fact, that's how were celebrating
our anniversary here at Burger Queen. Were bringing back
the good ol" days with some good ol' prices. This Saturday
you can buy our ictielicious hamburgers for just 154 each,





BE SURE TO REGISTER
ANY DAY THIS WEEK
FOR A FREE 10-SPEED BIKE
NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY
Drawing To Be Held Dec. 13
7ParZ/ZeddINC.
SC.. -C 1









Reliable and easy, no set-
tings to make, makes clear
sharp color prints or slides.







FM-AFC-AM-Police High-Police Low -
Weather - VAF (Air) 3" pm dynamic
speaker, telescopic antenna.
Model MPR-3186





Sale $ 1 99
Multi-Color if one















East Side of Squat*
Murray, Ky.
9 A a PM
Stop, Shop
and Save






















Steam & Dry Iror
Switches from steam to









Steel Blades, twice as
man) as ever before No















1000 Watts of drying power,
compact, professional-type
hair dryer. Dries even the
thickest hair incredibly fast.
'Model HB-1705
Sale$1395




NE NAVE NE ADVERTISE. it at Mt possible N, Act I. seedstioiss Mood set
trot urn me eol M 411 advertised special we miswrite a compareble Wad at a warier
soviets Si pee soo a ram check ter tee advertised speosl at tee special price eastern
Wein 30 days VIE GUIDANTEE NEAT IR SELL. N pee are eve, dissatisfied tote a
Aisesr Hurbase, es nil Nolen pew ii.. ii Weed pow were
KROGER
WILL HELP YOU
CUT YOUR FOOD BUDGET
COST-CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special monufocturer s allowonce we pass the
sayings on to you These reductions are usually good for more than
dne week
COST-CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":
Loch week deep cut specials in all departments plus bonus coupons
for extra savings Cost-Cutter THIS WEEK SPECIAL signs will
locate the,. values













1 lb for St
99"
63'










FLEECE 450 CT. BATHROOM
Tissue
KROGER BUTTERCRUST















2 BREAST QUARTERS VEIN SACK PORTIONS
ATTACHED 5E6 QUARTERS MTH RACK PORTIONS






U S GOV T GRADED CHOICE BEEF BONELESS
Boston Roll Roast






























With this coupon and S10 00 purchase excluding items
Prohtbited by low and in Odchtlon to the cost of coupon merchan-







































WHEN YOU START WITH
THE ItEST CHICKEN...


































Prices effective through December
14th Quantity right reserved























With this coupon and SID oo purchase excluding ,tents
prolobited by low and in addition to the cost of coupon rrierchon
deo Subject to applicable taxes Limit one Expires Dec 14th
Kroger 100% Wheat,




















U I jilt MARIO CHOP Om
ROUND BONE
SHOULDER ROAST
JOHN MORRELL CRY 0 VAC
Sliced Bacon
PORK FEET TAILS OR
Neck Bones























5 LBS. POOR SAUSAGE
5 LBS. LEAN PORK STEAK
5 LBS. KROGER GROOM,
5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAK]
(Circle I or Hunter's)
30 LBS. ALL FOR
$26.95














With this coupon and 510 00 purchase excluding 'ems
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon rner c han




















































Montt:Mon Grown S to 8'
CHRISTMAS TREES ,
Choose from Scotch Pine, Balsam or Douglas Fir
WOM Clii=1111111°Virli
toward the purchase of a
GLENDALE WHOLE
BONELESS NAM
Through Dec 14 Limo one
;
WORTH SO' OFF
toward the purchase of 0 1 lb , an al
COUNTRY CLUB
CANNED HAM PATTIES
TN, puit D0c 14 l ,H., 3He
7---z•10111121111UTH 30' OFF. toward the purchase of -; 1 . 1 It hng
Plain or Self-Rising
PILLSBURY FLOUR
T 0.4, D.., I 4 Limit one
Kroger
with this coupon 'Iv oJgh Der 14 I
INSTANT COFFEE
1 :1. $ 9 9 PI
A r a.° I.
=I= AI-41




'Owar,1 'ho C'' 'WV ,P ,
MIXED NUTS
)0 Through Der 1 4 14, ' r'. P',/ ,D. , ,
Ar
Boneless






























at our store 
by Sunday 
nit&
LOWEST RECORD PRICES IN THE STATE THROUGH SUNDAY!
Peter Frampton! Stevie Wonder!
Frampton Comes Alive Songs In The Key Of Life
$399 8599
2-record set 2-fecord set
New Kiss!
Rock & Roll Over
$369
Grand Opening Special: 8688 LP's Now Only 8389
Many new titles to choose from
NOW'S A GRAND TIME
TO CHANGE YOUR TUNE
Pioneer's New Belt Drive PL-115D
Features Auto Arm Return & Shut-off
Marantz's Rugged 6200 Belt GRAND
Drive Is Totally Automatic! OPENING
Includes servo-controlled drive SPECIAL
and flutter, feedback resistant
system for constant speed, built-
in stroboscope, low .06% wow






Featuring world famous German
craftsmanship, the 1225's tonearm
con handle some of the best phono
cartridges.Mfg. Sug. List:5150.
Similar savings on other Dual Models
base oahonal
•Iih bow





i)orh:3S. better than-50dt ba
arm to mwrnize frocking error.
mble mass S-shaped 
Mfg. Sug. List:$125.
B.I.C.'s 980 Bell Drive Performs
Like A Direct Drive.
Has all of the Best Buy B.I.C. 960's Save 861.features plus electronic speed
control and strobe. Includes $139
balanced tone-arm, detachable
heodshell, quiet 24 pole motor
quick and easy arm calibration
and more. Mfg. Sug. List:S200
Grand Opening Special On Rarely
Discounted Thorens Turntables!
A Once in A Lifetime Bargain!
The Swiss-mode Thorens TD-165C belt drive
turntable is precision made for nimble per-
formance. Includes base and dust cover.




NEW Model 920 Belt Drive Has Many
Features Of The Best Buy &LC. Model 960!
9
 here's features you never could find in this
price range: quiet belt drive, singlemulti
play programmable function control,
damped cueing, low mass adjustable
tonearm, and good dependable opera-
tion. A great gift idea Mfg Sug List '80
The Broadcast industry Standard Phono Cartridge Now
Available To You Al A Discount! A Sun Audio Exclusive
You'll find the Stanton 500 E cartridge S
in all the major radio stations, discoteques
and loguage laboratories because it is
rugged, easy to install, maintain and has
accurate frequency response for true-to-
life sound Buy it nowl Audiophile Net 535
795 GRANDOPENINGSPECIAL
Of Then
SALE ENDS SUNDAY AT 6:001
iIrs All Hamming Here!
3000 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
Call Us At 554-9754
PLEASE NOTE: With these low prices
on these popular product!, we're
expecting extremely large crowds
this weekend. We suggest you
come early, so you don't miss





• Over 30 wattschannel RMS of clean power
• Exclusive 3-zone tone controls for flexibility
• Accurate Gyro-Touch FM tuning control selector
• mfg. Sug. List:$399.
Save 
$150 $249L____•
Best-Buy Sherwood is Now Better!
Over 20 watts/channel RMS
• Improved phono preamp
• Tape monitor, FM muting
• Flexible tone controls
• Mfg. Sug. List: $250. $179
--7-,-,•••rsyr',•••••7191Ifr--
Sansurs Popular Powerhouse 8080
• Over 80 watts/channel
GRAND • Twin amp output metersOPENING • Versatile tone controls









Pioneer's NEW budget receiver &Welt
drive many types of speaker
has 15 viatts/channel, enough to$149
systems. Includes all basic fea-









Pioneers Ultimate SX-1250 Receiver
The best Pioneer has to offer delivers 160
watts/channel RMS, power to drive even S
the most inefficient speakers. The 1250
also incorporates the lates FM tuner
design. Mfg. Sug. List1900.
Many More Similar Savings On Other Name Brand Receivers
CB and car Stereo Buys!
Powerful PACE
23-Channel CB
Mfg Sug List '140
$499'
Pioneer Supertuner Is Super Priced!
Pace's CB-143 transceiver has PA squelch, signal meter
and is backed by the manufacturer's unique 2-year ser-





Pioneer's KP-500 FM Stereo Cassette player makes your
car system sound like a..home outfit. includes loud-
ness switch, FM muting, tone controls and auto elect
Under-Dash MIM Under-Dash MIM Heavy-Duty Jensen6x9
Stereo Cassette Stereo 8-Track Coaxlals Priced ROI
J.I.L. Model 851 - J.I L Model 607 Model 828-P




















Here's the event you've waited for! Just in time for the holidays, Sun Audio
West is opening up the largest and best equipped stereo supermarket in
the 6-state area. You'll see and hear the finest hifi components and meet
our knowledgeable audio consultants who will make your buying easy.
Sun Audio West's beautiful new store showcases special rooms for aud-
ditioning speakers and receivers sd('ou can compare your favorite com-
ponents. Sun Audio West's buyers combed the country to get the popular
brands and models for this sale. We've got well over $100,000 worth of
stereo stock all under one roof, to save you time and money.
Come in and see us during our Grand Opening Bash. Pick up on some su-


















Our first 50 customers Friday get
the chance to buy these Koss
FRIDAY
DOORBIUSIER SPECIALS
Saturday's first 50 customers can
buy this Shure cartridge at its
lowest price ever.
SATURDAY
Our first 50 customers Sunday get
the chance to buy the famous




Get a once-in-a-lifetime deal on
Koss' most popular stereophone
during our Grandest Opening'
2 Retail: $65 95
II
Shure M-91 ED
During our Grand Opening, pick
up the best-selling Shure Hi-Track
M-91ED cartridge You'H never see
this super low price again!
11 Retail: $59 95
DISC WASHER
Clean your records scientifically




It's easy to ploy, just stop by our
new store this 
weekend and
match the 
your Sociallast5number5 onSecurity card with




oste piece ot audio 
equip-
ment on 











• • 1. •
1 41
Incorporates many of Teoc's A-170
features into a more covenient front S
flutter in its price range, tope EQ
load format. Has lowest wow and
switch, accurate meters, stable
motors and durable tape heads.
ME!
P, 333309, •••





JVC's NEW CD-1920 Gives You Best
Buy Performance PLUS Al Features!
• Recently ranked at the top of
a leading consumer test report.
.• Accurate peak reading LED
indicators
• Wide frequency response, low
distortion ANRS noise reduction
$1 9
• Frontiooder with Dolby system
• 13 Khz freq. response w,/chrome
• Mfg. Sug. List:5200.
$149
Marantz 5120 Frontline Deck
Features mic line mixing, high 16 khz re
sponse and low wow & flutter $259
Mfg. Sug. List: $329-
Teac's A-2300SX For
Your Own Sound Studio!
Teac's professtional stereo deck has
mictline mixing, tape bias selector,
excellent sound quality, low distortion




Many More Excellent Values On Other Open Reel, Casseffe & 8 Track Tape Decks!
Top-Rated SPEAKER SPECIALS
JBL•KLH• EPICURE. YAMAHA•MARANTZ•ALTEC•CERWIN VEGA•ULTRALINEAR •SYNERGISTICS
SYNERGISTICS Model S-52
YOUR CHOICE
We've shipped in truckloads or
Syrergistics 5-32's and BIC Formula
4's for our Grand Opening so
you'll save BIG These are the
ideal speakers to build your dream
system around Humi, they'll go lost!
While Supplies Last!
SYNERGIST1C3 5-32
The Synergistics S-32 2-way system was
designed as a high accuracy, low distortion
transducer array to get the most perform-
ance from yOur amp: Mfg. Sug. List:S.160.
BIC. Formula 4
The Formula 4 incorporates the patented
Venturi ported enclosure & Biconex horn
to produce one of the most popular sound-
-ing speakers in Arnerica.Mfg. Sug. List:5160.
GRAND OPENING HOURS
BARKAMERICARD Thursday - Saturday: 10 .9
Sunday: Noon -6//v//iidi
AU Itprns Sub!E•:t 10 ono' sole
Not since the creation of Synegistics speak-
ers has any manufacturer been able to
capture all the plus features of acoustic
suspension speakers in an efficient system
The S-52 Tower is remarkable sounding
system and can be driven by a low power-




Ultrallnear Model 77 Now Overihip
Half-Off! Buy Now And Save Big!
The Model 77 system in-
cludes a special 8-inch woof-
er and wide dispersion tweet-
er for high musical detail
and good efficiency
Mfg Sug List- S99
./ s40 olgtea. SPECIAL
The Top Rated Ell Linear Enjoy The California SW
Sound Is NOW IMPROVED Of JBL Al Big Discounts!
INTRODUCING...
The highly respected Cenvin Vega
speaker line They combine good
frequency response AND efficiency!
CERWIN-VE811 R-12 •
2-way 12" woofer system ei79
is an ideal match for low V
powered receivers
CERWII-VEGA R-123
Deluxe 2-way 12" woofer e239
monitor system for loud V
and accurate listening





The NEW Epicure Ten.
the deluxe version of
.the top rated EPI 100.
is now available Inc-




JIIL L-38 DECADE GRAND
3-way 10" woofer sys- OPENINGtern can handle 50 —
arECIALwatts of proteam mat-
erial Good bass re- „08
sponse and handsome
natural oak finish.
Mfg. Sug. List: S255: - •
SALE PO$1TIVELY ENDS SUNDAY NIGHT AT 6.-DON'T MISS IT!
lb.
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1 1=giv SUM Reg. 991
SHAMPOO 16K. 7941
MYLANTir $i"
WE'RE HAVING A BIG
Hershey Mini
Get out your
cook books, and al of the
families favorite recipes. Were having
a bake sale and we know you wil want to
participate Here are a few of the ingredients you will




tiersneNs V-8 ( ()(1.tail
COCOA  lb can 73( JUICE
Pk9
Pet Ritz Pie
SHELLS  2 inpkg. 49c FIG iRS 








140; 79t UMW% Lusza
WAFERS u
46o,. t an 594









MIX 12 oz. pkg.





DONUTS ea 91 FRITTERS 3 , „ 49'
For Those Of You Who Do Not Have
Time To Bake.
A Delicious Fresh Baked 8 inch Yellow Cake ked
with a Creamy White king filed With Fruit, Pecans





Be Sure To Try Our Own
Fresh Made Fruit Cakes
Gold Medal
Elour
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YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON US FOR




BEEF SHORT RIBS  lb. 59'
U. S. Choice
RIB EYE STEAK  lb. S2"





RIB STEAKS lb. $149
Beef
BROTH BONES lb. 94
RK STEAK
 (Sliced Free) lb. 
909
lb.
Butt Portion Harpers Country
HAM ENDS (Sliced Free)_'  99'
Fields Tender








One Taste Is Worth A Thousand Words
Our Experienced Butcktn Are Ready To Serve You With Your Every Day Needs.
Just Ask For Your Special Cots, and Be Courteously Saved.




BONELESS CHUCK ROAST 
L.S. Choice
CHUCK POT ROAST 
U.S. Choice Arm Cut
SHOULDER ROAST 
Boneless
























lb. 894 THIGHS lb. 69'
Kuntry Fresh Fryer
lb. 79' WINGS lb. 29'
By-The-Piece
lb. 594 SMOKED JOWLS lb 694











BAN ANAS, •••••••• OOOOOOO 00000 OOOOO •••••••
.. California
., 69' CELERY  
Fresh
BROCCOLI.. tomb° Sizes ,i( h 48 ct stall( 19c GREEN PEPPERS,
COME ON OUT TO BIG JOHN'S NOW
PICK YOUR CHRISTMAS TREE OUT NOW













0*Order Now Pick Up Later
There's Always Free






Prices in this ad good Dec. ihre Dec. 14
16 oz. bag 394
5 lb bag 88'
Big John's
Grocery Run-Off
Spousal by Sigma !hi Fraternity '60 Value for 60 second:
of free shopping. Cal Big John's at 753-9030
Drawing wd he Moo., Doe. 13th of 4 p.m. Roo-Off at 4 p.m
Tool., he. 14th. You don't hove to be present to win
II S
WE RESERVE THE RICHT TO LIMIT





WINTER SCENE —Snow shrouds- parked cars along a street in the West Seneca sec-









when you buy two 6-oz.
tone I2-oz, package of
Nestle" Semi-Sweet
Real Chocolate Morsels
TO THE DEALER: 1 nos coupon wit be redeemed Only
45 toitorts For amount specified Pius 54 lot nandlme pro-
retml CowoO• A received from customer on ;mochas, of
Sled inerClianOise Prool of putchase ol sutt•ient stoOl
oinitichandnit 10 COW CO•oons submitted must be 550•11
00 'Mont If Mum to comply /my rood all coulutin, Mae
rutted tot 1000POtio, INdemPtiOns not %owed thimmb
busters ot other outside agencies Coupons are nonttaas-
tereme and rood ot use is pronibited lfled resirocted Oa
ircense .5 regred Customer mast pay any 0101 4.
Cash redemption mt. I. 00, FOR REDEMPTION
PRESENT tgt OUR SALESMAN OR MAIL TO:
THE NESTLE COMPANY, INC . P0 BOX MO,
ELM CITY, N C 27898 OFFER GOOD ONLY IN
USA LIMIT ONLY ONE COUPON MAY BE RE•
OF FM( OPER UNIT OF PRODUCT PURCHASED.
GOOD ONLY ON NESTLF • SEMI-SWEET REAL
CHOCOLATE MORSELS ANY OTHER USE
CONSTITUTES FRAUD





A. Reg. $679.95 General Electric 100% Solid State
-Energy Saver- Modular Chassis • Black Matrix in-line
picture tube system. • One Touch Automatic Color Tun-
ing • Concealed casters. • Tilt-out control bin. • Medi-
terranean styling.
A AM FM FM Stereo Radio • 8 Track
Tape Player and Record Changer •
Two Wide-Range Speakers included
Court Pulls Reins On Integration Cases
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court, in a decision
that could drastically affect
the pace and scope of school
integration in major cities
across the nation, has pulled
the reins in on federal courts
hearing such cases.
Remedies for public school
segregation cannot go beyond
any limited action that would
cure the specific con-
stitutional violation, the court
said Monday as it criticized
the school busing plan in
Austin, Tex.
The high court struck down
an order of the 5th Circuit
Court of Appeals designed to
desegregate Austin schools by
busing up to 25,000 students. It
told the lower court to devise a
more limited plan to integrate
blacks, Mexican-Americans
and other whites in schools
there.
"The remedy ordered
appears to exceed that
necessary to eliminate the
effect of any official acts or
omissions," Justice Lewis F.
Powell Jr. said in an opinion
that spoke also for Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger and
Justice William H. Rehnquist.
Four justices gave no
indication of how they voted,
but at least two of them had to
join in Powell's opinion to
form a minimum court
majority. Justices William J.
Brennan Jr. and Thurgood
Marshall dissented and said
the lower court's sweeping
order was justified.
Powell said that "large-
scale busing is permissible
only where the evidence
supports a finding that the
extent of integration sought to
be achieved by busing would




He said school officials
Burley Volume
Climbs, Prices Down
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Volume at Kentucky's burley
markets climbed above the 20
million pound mark Monday,
although the average price
per hundredweight dipped
slightly.
The Tobacco Market News
reported that 27 Kentucky
markets sold 21,788,752 pounds
of leaf for $25,496,587, an
average of $117.02.
"They ( tobacco farmers)
had a whole weekend to get it
ready for market," said a
spokesman for the Tobacco
Market News. "We hadn't sold
as much as last year to this
time because of the dry
weather."
But rain fell last weekend
and into Monday in many
parts of the state, a factor that
experts say is needed to
prepare the dry tobacco for
market.
"It's taking it about a week
to strip and get it ready for
market," said the spokesman,
who said he expects next
week's volume to reflect the
recent wet weather.
Springfield reported the
highest average price of the
day, paying an average
$119.47 per hundredweight on






B. Reg. $669.95 Philco 100% Solid State chassis with
plug-in components • Philco Super Black Matrix picture
tube • Philcomatic color tuning locks in color, tint, con-









$11 B Plays 8-Track or Cassette Topes, plus
AM FA( 'FM Stereo with AFC for better
reception. Deluxe Two-way Speoker
System... •
131
Sole Prices Good Thru Saturday at Over 600 Stores Throughout the South & Southwest .00r—-
cates77111-Now Open Sundays 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
4 12 9 X5.1-Air Shopping Unto,. 753-1391
burley. -
Other top averages included
$118.60 at Greensburg, $118.30
at Paris, $118.10 at Carrollton
and.$118.06 at Cynthiana.
Lexington sold 3,235,614
pounds of leaf to lead the day's




1,424,384, Horse Cave 1,378,748
and Glasgow 1,260,222. Each
, the five million-selling
markets registered average
prices in excess of Monday's
price norm and ahead of the
nine-day sales average.
Henderson and Mayfield
reported no sales on Monday,
while Shelbyville had sales but
issued no report.
Through nine sessions,
Kentucky markets have sold
149,788,752 pounds of burley
for $174,475,620, an average of
$117.07. Seven sessions remain
in the pre-Christmas sales
season that ends Dec. 16. Sales
are scheduled to resume again
Jan. 3, 1977.
cannot be held responsible for
racial imbalances caused by a
city's residential patterns.
Such a view could carry
great significance for school
officials in cities such as
Wilmington, Del., Ind-
ianapolis and Dayton,
Ohio, where forced busing
orders are being fought, and in
cities such as Louisville, Ky.,
where officials begrudgingly
have complied with such an
order.
The high court's decision
should please President Ford,
who earlier this year asked
the Justice Department to
search out school
desegregation cases in which
forced busing could be
challenged.
The Justice Department, in
a friend-of-the-court brief in
the Austin case, said the lower





torneys suggested that the
case could be useful for the
high court to "clarify the




courts are both empowered
and obligated to accomplish is
not the elimination of all of the
racial separation without
regard to its causes," the
government had argued. "The
existence of schools
predominantly attended by
members of one race does not
in itself amount to racial
discrimination."
Justice Powell agreed,
saying the lower court could
find that no remedy is needed
in light of a Supreme ,,Court
decision last June that
governmental policies which
unintentionally discriminate
against minorities are not
illegal. There must be
evidence of intent to

















Draw like magic by suit

















doll She's a lit
lie girl .. turn
her orm and
she becomes

















WITH PUMP & TEE
4-ply pebble groin









Smooth lever action, gra ty feed: Wood-












18-shot ea repeater, single shot pellet
Crostmon 0760
Cresman 766 P•get Gun u:v 32.99














LOTASCO, OTASCO Now Open Sundays 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-8391
4 129-A
U MASCO
CP! ,•
1_60,..Arin•ic•eci
Mei* C111198
